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This study investigates some of the characteristics of the 
Cantonese translations of six Shakespeare's comedies, including The Comedy 
ofErrors《難得糊塗》，7¾e7VoG浏论me«q/•F^ro似《君子好逑》，3 
Midsummer Night's Dream《仲夏夜之魘》，_^5< You Like It《春風吹渡玉 
門關》，TwelfthNight《元宵》and The Tempest《暴風雨�.Withthe 
dual nature of drama as both literature and theatre in mind, we have 
conducted this study from the perspective that all these translations were for 
the purpose of stage performance, as compared and contrasted with 
translations ofthe same plays for the purpose of reading and literary studies. 
Our focus is on five particular aspects which are considered to be important in 
translating for the stage: translation of play titles, character names, songs， 
puns and the influence of settings on the translation of these items. 
We have observed that there is a distinct difference in strategies 
and techniques at work between translations for stage performance and those 
for Uterary studies, specifically, strategies and techniques which are related to 
the translation of play titles, character names，songs and puns. In terms of 
translating play titles, titles in general and those of the six plays in particular 
fall into a three-category classification. A modified approach oftransHteration 
applies to the bulk ofthe translated names, supplemented by other methods 
such as renaming and a combination of semantic and phonological translation. 
The modified approach shortens and assigns the original names carefully-
chosen Chinese characters phonologically resembling the originals so that the 
translated names will appear Chinese both in the number of syllables and 
meaning. The twenty-four songs in the six translated plays have by and large 
retained the dramatic fiinctions of their originals. Exceptions are where 
culturaUy endowed elements in the original wiU have to be replaced by those 
sensitive only to the TL audience. It appears that a literally translated song 
retains the dramatic function(s) of the original better than one translated 
otherwise. Puns that are translated for the stage apparently excel those 
translated for non-performing purposes in terms of theatrical adaptability. In 
addition, the setting of a translated play also influences the use of strategies. 
In general, the transformation of the original Westem setting into a Chinese 




Chapter 1 Introduction 
1.0 Background 
The study of drama translation has not yet received the attention it 
deserves in the field oftranslation. Susan Bassnett-McGuire (1980:120) notes 
that there is very limited material on the special problems of translating 
dramatic texts due largely to the misconception that the methodology for 
drama translation is not much different from that for translating prose or other 
literary genres, and that the autonomy of drama translation has only been 
recognized rather recently. 
According to a survey on drama translation in Hong Kong in the 
last decade (i.e. 1980-1990) conducted by Chan Sin-wai (1992), translated 
plays have been playing an important role in the Hong Kong drama repertoire 
both qualitatively and quantitatively. The four leading theatre institutions and 
troupes，namely. The Hong Kong Repertory Theatre，The Chung Ying 
Theatre Company, The Seal Theatre Company i and The Academy for 
Performing Arts, staged a total of 132 translated plays in the 1980's, and more 
than 60 translators took part in the translation. One reason for the 
proliferation of translated plays in Hong Kong is that the outputs of local 
playwrights fall short of meeting the demand of each repertory season. In 
addition, the historical as well as the (post-) colonial backgrounds of Hong 
Kong, which make her a biUngual and bicultural society, also contribute to the 
flourishing of translated plays in the territory. As a result，Hong Kong 
provides a favourable context for the study of drama translation. 
1 It is now dormant. 
V 
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In the repertoire of translated plays which have been staged in 
Hong Kong，Shakespeare's works seem to have been the most popular as can 
be shown by the fact that they are regularly performed in almost each 
repertory season. Ofthose Shakespearean plays translated and staged in Hong 
Kong, comedies occupy an overwhelmingly large proportion - a percentage 
of 78% from 1980 to 1990.2 The dominance of comedies over tragedies and 
histories in the repertoire may be attributed to the fact that "Shakespeare 
wrote as many comedies as he wrote histories and tragedies put together" 
(Swinden 1973:2) as well as to the claim that the local audience seems to 
prefer plays that have a comic touch and a happy ending (Chan Sin-wai, 
personal communication). In my view, the preference of the target audience 
for comedies to non-comedies plays a role in affecting the theatre company's 
as well as the translator's choice ofdramatic works to be translated and staged. 
1.1 Scope ofStudy 
In view of the number of Shakespeare's comedies ^ which have 
been staged in Hong Kong and the intrinsic difficulties of translating 
2 During the ten years from 1980 to 1990, 14 plays of Shakespeare have been 
staged in Hong Kong by the four leading theatre companies, only 3 of them were non-
comedies: tragedies or histories (statistics from Chan 1990:168). 
3 Both "Shakespearean comedies" and "Shakespeare's comedies" have been used 
among scholars to refer to the comedies written by Shakespeare, and there seems to be a 
lack of a clear consensus or definition as to when and which of the two to use. David Cecil 
(1957: 23) once defines the two terms and addresses their difference as follow: 
"Shakespearean Comedy" is not the same thing as "Shakespeare's Comedies". 
"Shakespeare's Comedies" has come to mean aU those of his plays that end happily. 
These are a very mixed lot, ranging from boisterous farces like The Taming of the 
Shrew to grave romances like The Tempest and powerful problem dramas like 
Measure for Measure. "Shakespearean Comedy", on the other hand, means the 
great comedies of Shakespeare's early maturity - A Midsummer Night's Dream, The 
Merchant of Venice, Much Ado About Nothing, As You Like It, Twelfth Night, with 
their precursors Love's Labour's Lost and The Two Gentlemen of Verona; and these 
plays, though unlike each other in many ways, have certain basic characteristics in 
common which make them a definable, recognizable genre. 
Cecil's definition does provide very useful guidelines and insights to the differences between 
the two terms, however, due to the two reasons that foUow, it is not the appropriate 
— 2 
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c o m e d i e s 4 in general, we will, in the present study, look into the Cantonese 
renderings of six Shakespeare's comedies in Hong Kong in the late eighties, 
namely. The Comedy ofErrors《難得糊塗》（1987)，The Two Gentlemen of 
Verona《君子好逑》(\99Q\AMidsummerNighfsDream《彳中夏夜之 
魘》（198^^rowiLz_h/^《春風吹渡玉門關》（1990), Twelfth Night 
《元宵》（1986) and The Tempest《暴風雨》（1989). 5 
We choose the six comedies and their Cantonese translations for 
several reasons. Firstly, these comedies represent different stages of 
Shakespeare's career as a dramatist and of his art of comedy writing. 
Secondly, as their translations were intended to be acted out and performed, 
they serve well as the primary material for a study such as the present one 
which is based on dramatic texts that are translated for the purpose of 
performance, not closet plays which are intended primarily, if not exclusively, 
for reading and literary s t u d i e s . ^ Thirdly, the Cantonese translations were 
definition the thesis is going to adopt or to conform with. Firstly, it is not the aim of this 
thesis to pass value judgment on the comedies written by Shakespeare as to whether they are 
"great" or not, though all the six comedies being studied in this thesis fall into the category 
of "great comedies" in Cecil's definition. Secondly, the term "Shakespearean comedies" 
may invite ambiguities because it can be used to refer not only to comedies written by 
Shakespeare himsetf, but also to those which are written after or in the style of Shakespeare. 
In other words, comedies written by playwrights other than Shakespeare, yet in a style very 
much like that of Shakespeare can also be termed as "Shakespearean comedies". In 
consideration of the above reasons, the term "Shakespeare's comedies" will be used 
throughout the thesis in reference to tiie six pieces of dramatic works being studied in order 
to avoid confusion and achieve uniformity. 
4 In discussing the difficulties of translating comedies, John Palmer (1914:5-6) 
in Comedy writes: "The Curse of Babel only fell among men when they leamed to laugh. 
Laughter is the real frontier between races and kinds of people. We are agreed, the world 
over, as to what precisely grievous. Babel has made little difference between the weeping of 
an Englishman …and the weeping of a Patagonian. Laughter is another matter_. We 
laugh in different languages.... Try to be funny in a foreign land, and you wiU probably 
only succeed in inciting or disgusting or annoying or shocking somebody. Ajoke cannot be 
translated .^. In the kingdom ofcomecfy there are no papers of naturalisation." 
5 Though Kenneth Muir (1979) has classified The Tempest, together with 
Pericles, Cymbeline, The Winter's Tale and The Two Noble Kinsmen as "tragiKX)medies", 
most Shakespearean scholars put The Tempest under the category of comedies. 
6 The Harper Handbook to Literature (1985:150-1) defines "drama" as "A form 
of FICTION, distinguished from POETRY and from prose fictions like NOVEL and 
3 
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produced upon the request of the local theatre troupes. The translators 
worked closely with the troupes and directors so as to ensure that the 
translations were best suitable for stage performance7 Fourthly, these 
Cantonese versions were aU staged in Hong Kong in the late 1980's and the 
translators and their works bear similar historical, social and cultural haUmark, 
This, in my view，faciUtates a focused and coherent descriptive study of 
contemporary Cantonese translation of Shakespeare's comedies in Hong Kong. 
Fifthly, aU the four translators，Jane Lai，Rupert Chan，Grace Liu and Julia 
Wan, render the plays into the local dialect, i.e. Cantonese. These Cantonese 
translations thus serve as good, ifnot standard, samples for the purpose o f a 
comparative study between Baihua or Putonghua (the standard language) 
translations of Shakespeare's plays and those that are rendered into regional 
vernaculars. Lastly, translations chosen in this study represent a significant 
variety of approaches and techniques to drama translation. We may observe 
what may be termed as the "translation approach" in, for example, Jane Lai's 
works 8 and what may be termed as the "adaptation and/or localization 
approach" in Rupert Chan's works. 9 The collaborative work of Grace Liu 
and Julia Wan in their translation of As You Like It and The Tempest also 
seems to follow one or the other or a combination of these approaches. There 
are even greater variation in respect of translation techniques, which will be 
discussed in detail in the following chapters. 
SHORT STORY by being acted in front of an audience. More than other fictions, drama is 
collaborative, communal，andinunediate." 
7 This kind of collaboration or coK>peration between the translator and the 
troupe or director is held by Susan Bassnett-McGuire (1985: 87-102) as the best among the 
five strategies she mentions for the handUng ofdramatic texts. 
8 A term used in Chan Sin-wai (陳善偉）(1992). 
9 A term used in Rupert K.Y. Chan (陳釣?4) (1992). 
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1.2 Translation vs. Adaptation 
As is weU known, despite the proliferation of terminology and 
approaches in the field of translation and translation studies in the past two 
hundred years，a basic trinity of categorization remains valid. That is，a parallel 
runs from John Dryden's (1800) Three Categories of Translation, i.e. 
"metaphrase，" "paraphrase" and "imitation", to Nowra's (1984) the Three 
Types of Translation, i.e. "translation," "adaptation" and "version，，. 
Particularly, Nowra puts an emphasis on differentiating among "translation", 
"adaptation" and "version" in the context of drama translation. His definition 
of these three terms are relevant to our discussion and is therefore worth 
quoting at some length: 
1. Translation. In this genus the translator understands the 
language he is translating from. Within this genus lie three species; 
one, the literal translation. This has little relevance to the stage. 
Cribs like the Loeb Latin and Greek translations or even 
Nabokov's wonderful, deliriously literal Eugene Onegin wiU not 
work on stage because they are "unspeakable and, in some cases, 
so stifFas to defy an actor's attempt at understanding the character. 
The second species is what I call the direct translation; an attempt 
to translate the original as ifit had been written in the translator's 
language and yet the structure of the play is not altered, or the 
meaning ofthe words，to such an extent as to have distorted, for 
good or bad, the original. Direct translation is the most difficult 
of all and the translator has to constantly decide between 
recording the words of the original or giving them meaning. An 
easier way out is the third species, the free translation where, 
under the demiurgic impulse ofknowing what the author is trying 
to say, one provides the meaning rather than recording the original 
words. Often, in this species, content is distorted, new emphasis 
is appHed to the text, and the translated text has a vague but 
undeniable connection with the original [...] Free translations 
come close to adaptations. 
X 5 
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2. Adaptation. In this instance the text is translated and then 
altered or else an adaptor changes an already translated text. 
Adapting is done for many reasons, generaUy because the adaptor 
likes the story and wants to do his own version of it or else 
because he feels that a strict adherence to the original will not help 
the audience understand it so he changes the text and/or alters its 
focus in the hope that the audience will appreciate the play much 
better. There is another variation in this genius which is that of 
adapting novels or stories into plays. 
3. Version. This is where a "translator" does not know the 
language of the author and so he collates a translation by using 
existing translations. 
Nowra's classification thus provides a basis for us to observe and discuss 
"translation" and "adaptation" of dramatic texts in the local context. 
According to Nowra, the category of "version" can in fact be 
understood as "indirect translation", in which the translator does not translate 
directly from the language of the original, but indirectly from a translated 
version ofthe original work. This situation is not relevant to us, as all the six 
comedies under investigation fall either into the category of "translation" 
(more precisely, "direct translation") or that of "adaptation", or say, they 
demonstrate in various degrees an inclination towards "translation" and 
"adaptation", which seem to have emerged to be the two major approaches to 
drama translation in Hong Kong. 
The term "adaptation" deserves special attention here. To avoid 
confusion, it is used in this thesis in the sense defined by L. Wong (1990)，who 
defines "adaptation" as follows: 
On an existing text, the adaptor makes alternations, interpolations 
and deletions alike, according to his purpose or need, and finaUy 
arrives at an independent and integral piece of work. The 
N 6 
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alternations may involve an entire episode, and at times changes 
on the linguistic level. The amount and direction of alternations 





Wong's definition is，in my view, in agreement with Nowra's "adaptation" in 
that only when textual composition is achieved in such a way can the 
transposition from page to stage in question be successful. 
1.3 Translating for the Stage 
During the last decade，translation scholars and theorists have 
begun to address the "dual nature" of dramatic texts which implies "both a 
literary and performance text" (van den Broeck 1986: 98) with an emphasis on 
the intrinsic complexity of drama translation, which is a simultaneous transfer 
oftexts into two media of communication: the monomedial literature and the 
polymedial theatre (Schultze 1990:267-74). Thus the translator of a play, 
apart from encountering linguistic, cultural and technical problems common to 
translating all types of literary work, has to keep in mind an additional 
dimension of translation, namely，a play is primarily written for stage 
performance and it is to be suitably translated for the stage as well. As Nowra 
(1984:14) points out，"a play demands more than translation, it has to，on 
many occasions，undergo reconstitution in the hope of making it as 
performable as it was in the original language." The present study thus wishes 
to focus on some ofthe characteristics that are unique to translations for the 
purpose ofstage performance. We wiU look at four particular aspects that are 
in general considered to be important in forming texts for stage performance -
the texts in this case are the six translated plays. We shaU examine the 
N 7 
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translation o f a number ofplay titles including the six in question, that ofthe 
names ofcharacters in the plays, that of the songs as a dramatic device in the 
plays, and the considerations that were given to the setting of the stage 
performance of these plays and that in tum influence their translation. A 
comparison is made where is significant between a translation for the purpose 
of stage performance and one that is not meant for such purpose. The former 
type is demonstrated by the chosen six plays，and the latter by the translations 
of Liang Shiqiu (梁實秋)，Zhu Shenghao (朱生豪),Bian Zhilin (卞之琳)， 
and Cao Weifeng (曹未風).Translations ofthis group are dominantly works 
of Liang Shiqiu and Zhu Shenghao. Unlike their Cantonese counterparts， 
these translations by Liang and Zhu，however, could not be readily transposed 
directly from the written text to the stage without modifications and 
alternations and are therefore considered not being intended primarily for the 
stage. As is well-known, footnotes are technically and theatrically impossible 
for stage performance. Once footnotes are introduced, for instance, by the 
use of(super- or ) subtitles in a stage performance, the audience's attention is 
inevitably distracted or it may simply miss or overlook them. In both cases, 
the overall theatrical effect will be at stake. My classification of translations 
by Liang and Zhu as texts more suitable for reading and literary studies is 
supported by the extensive use offootnotes in Liang's translation.io Though 
footnotes are employed less frequently in Zhu's translations, examples can 
nevertheless be found among his translation of the six comedies in question. 
For instance, thirty footnotes were used in Zhu's (1994) translation of A 
Midsummer Nighfs Dream《仲夏夜之夢》and sixty-six footnotes are found 
10 Though footnotes are also found in the original plays by Shakespeare, they 
have been mostiy added and interpolated by editors (instead o f ^ the playwright himseU) in 
order to aid the reader in his understanding of the text. Notes by the playwright himsetf in 
the original may simply be aids to stage directions or notes for directors and actors. 
8 
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in Cao Weifeng's (1994) translation ofthe same play. In Zhu's translations of 
Twelfth Night《第十二夜�and As You Like It《皆大歡喜》，ten and 
twenty-three footnotes are found respectively. A comparison is also made 
among the six chosen plays themselves in areas where different translation 
strategies and techniques are observed to have applied to translating the same 
or similar type of text. 
The focus of this study on play titles, character names，songs， 
settings and puns does not mean that the more canonical component of a play 
such as a dialogue or an expository passage is not important. In fact，these 
canonical components of a play are too often the focus of a study of dramas 
and the translation of them. I have simply chosen the more peripheral 
components of a play to be the focus of the current study. "Peripheral", 
however, should not be understood as unimportant. In fact，the title, character 
names, songs, settings and puns form an integral part of a play and they are 
equally important and indispensable as its dialogues and expository passages. 
Since many studies have already based themselves on the translation of 
dialogues and expository passages of a play (see the Bibliography), I hope that 
the current study will make a fresh contribution to the field of drama 
translation in the Chinese and/or Cantonese context. In addition, titles, 
character names, songs, settings and puns provide us with valuable and 
manageable data for the study of translation problems in a research that 
commands a scope such as the current one. Furthermore, since humour is the 
essence ofcomedy and it is not difficult to find a sense ofhumour embodied in 
or conveyed by puns, discussion of the translation of puns and wordplays will 
tum out to be rewarding and relevant to the present study. To better illustrate 
the different strategies in handUng puns in translations for the purpose of stage 
performance and those which are not, we will investigate in chapter 6 how the 
— 9 
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translators of the Cantonese versions render puns in the original comedies 
meaningful to the Hong Kong audience who has no access to the aid of 
footnotes in a stage performance. 
To briefly present the organization of the thesis，the discussion of 
translation oftitles, character names, songs and settings in general and in the 
six Shakespeare's plays in particular will be detailed in the chapters 2-5. A 
textual analysis ofthe translation of puns will be presented in chapter 6. The 
findings are summarized in the concluding chapter 7. 
一 1 0 
Chapter 2 Translation of Titles 
In this chapter, we will look at translation of the play titles in general and 
the Cantonese translation of titles of the six comedies concerned in particular. 
Play titles previously translated by scholars into Baihua or the standard Chinese 
will also be brought into the picture for the purpose of comparison. 
2.0 Introduction 
The title of a work of art is usually short，but its importance cannot be 
overlooked. Jovanovic (1990: 213) suggests that the title "is, probably, the most 
important word，phrase，or even sentence, of the work of art it is the title of." He 
further emphasizes that the importance of the title is to achieve an effective 
communication between a work and its reader or audience, and there are in fact 
psycholinguistic grounds in this connection. He says (1990:213): 
Language communication is effected in the mind of the addressee,... 
The function of a title is to improve and facilitate communication 
and’ hopefully’ prevent misunderstanding of the text (of the novel, 
film, poem, play, etc.) (my italics) 
In short, the function of a title is a kind of psychological preparation. It provides 
the reader with hints and background knowledge and directs his mind towards the 
right subject or area of communication that the work intends. It also prepares the 
reader's mind for a speedier, better processing of information, and thus a better 
understanding of the text. Yet, when one comes to the translation of titles of 
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literary works, which at times are made or intended to be ambiguous by the SL 
author，(for example the use of puns in titles)，the translator faces a taxing 
challenge that may opt among a set of considerations and handling. 
"The process oftranslating titles itself is no different from the process of 
translating other, and different, linguistic utterances - provided the translation 
process is defined as the mental activity going on in the mind of a translator while 
he is translating" (Jovanovic 1990:214). The most obvious difference lies, instead, 
"in the approach to the task of translation, namely，in that aspect ofit relating to 
the 'search' for the title's meaning. This，in particular, applies to the titles of 
literary works." {ihid) In my opinion, the problem becomes even more acute 
when one handles the title of a dramatic text since, for technical reasons, no 
footnote or explanation is allowed in a stage performance. The translation of 
puns, allusions as well as titles in and of dramatic texts has always been a great 
challenge to the translator precisely for this reason. 
2.1 Classification ofTitles 
The relationship between the title and the work is one ofinterdependence, 
which in Jovanovic's (1990: 216) words is as follows: 
[0]n one hand, the title contributes to the meaning of the work; on 
the other, the meaning ofthe work permeates the title. Since the true 
meaning ofa work (the meaning most readers who share the language 
and culture with the author get from the work) could not be grasped 
without the full knowledge ofthe language and culture (as full as an 
ideal average speaker of the language possesses), it follows that the 
fUll meaning of a title could not be grasped without the same 
prerequisites, the grasp ofthe work itself and the kind of relationship 
between the title and the work. 
f 
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He (1990:214) postulates a two-category classification which the titles ofliterary 
works fall into. The first category comprises titles which "make it possible for 
readers (addressees) to arrive at a certain idea of the contents ofthe work even 
before reading it. These titles are words or phrases, or even sentences，with a 
rich semantic potential, words or phrases which create，in the minds ofthe readers, 
certain definite associations, based on education, history, tradition and culture. 
These are the titles whose function it is to prepare the readers or watchers， 
psychologically，for what is to follow: the work itself." An example Jovanovic 
gives is the title of a film, 2001: A Space Odyssey, by Stanley Kubrick (and the 
book by Arthur Clarke). 
The second category comprises those "which, in the minds ofthe readers， 
create no associations (the title is an unknown word, like the title of the Akira 
Kurosawa's movie Roshomon, or Sir Thomas More's book Utopia), or 
associations which have nothing in common with the contents of the work in 
question"(1990: 215). Though it provides useful guidance to the translation of 
titles, Jovanovic's classification appears to be too general for a particular area of 
title translation such as that of dramatic texts. Moreover, since the focus ofthe 
present study is on Shakespeare's drama, I would like to propose a more detailed 
classification which may better serve as a framework for title translation of 
Shakespeare's dramatic works in general, and that of the six comedies in 
particular will be discussed in detail in the next section. 
In the classification I propose，titles are grouped into three categories 
according to their relationship to the plays of which they are the titles. The first 
category consists of titles which are proper names. They are mostly character 
names, usuaUy the protagonists, of the plays. In Shakespeare's repertoire， 
13 
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examples of this category are handy: Othello, King Lear, (The Tragedy of) 
Hamlet, (The Tragedy of) Macbeth’ Troilus and Cressida, Titus Andronicus, 
Romeo and Juliet, Anthony and Cleopatra’ Cymbehne’ Pericles, Verms and 
Adonis, Lucrece, and his history plays such as King Richard II’ King John, King 
Henry IV，King Henry V. 
Titles of the second category usually denote connections to the plot, 
theme or meaning of the play, which are also known as "thematic titles". 
Examples include The Comedy ofErrors, The Tempest and The Taming ofthe 
Shrew, The Merry Wives of Windsor, The Two Gentlemen of Verona, The 
Merchant of Venice, Much Ado About Nothing’ Love's Labour's Lost, All's Well 
That Ends Well and A Midsummer Night's Dream. Sometimes, a title may also 
be a pun, an idiom, for instance. Measure for Measure, or an allusion, such as 
The Winter's Tale, related to the plot or the theme ofthe play at issue. 
Titles which hardly show any apparent connection with the play belong to 
the third category. Examples are Twelfth Night and As You Like It. In these 
examples, the connections between the title and the play tend to be loose and 
implicit. 
Ofthe three categories mentioned above, the first one is probably the 
least difficult for the translator to handle. Very often, the translator would employ 
transUteration (plus literal translation, if necessary). For instance. King Lear has 
been generally and most readily translated as Lier Wang (《李爾王》），whose 
first part is transliteration {Lier equates Lear) and the second part literal 
translation (Wang means King). Scholars, dramatists and translators like Liang 
Shiqiu (梁實秋，henceforth Liang), Zhu Shenghao (朱生豪，henceforth Zhu), 
Cao Weifeng (曹未風，henceforth W. Cao), Cao Yu (曹禹，henceforth Y. Cao) 
14 
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and Bian ZhiUn (卞之琳，henceforth Bian) show an apparent preference for 
transliteration in handling the titles of Shakespeare's plays which are proper names. 
Titles such as Hamlet, Macbeth, Romeo and Juliet, Othello are respectively 
translated by the above-mentioned translators as Hamuleite (《哈姆雷特》） 
(Liang, Bian) and Hanmulaituo (《漢姆萊脫》）(Zhuy,Makebai(《馬克白》） 
(Limg)mdMaikepeisi(《麥克佩斯》）（Zhu); Lomrou Yu Zhuliye (《羅密歐 
與朱麗葉》）where "yu" means "and" (Liang，Zhu) and Roumi'ou Yu Youliye 
(《柔蜜歐與幽麗葉》）1 (Y. Cao); Aosailo (《奧賽羅》)(Liang)and 
Aosailo《奧塞羅》（W. Cao). 
As for the titles of the second category, there are various strategies the 
translator could employ. Although many translation theorists and practitioners 
since Cicero (106-43 BC) and Horace (65-8 BC) have advocated free rather than 
literal translation, in the translation of titles of dramatic texts, it is not the case 
that a free translation is always preferred to a literal one. First，for economical 
reasons, ifaliteral rendering can satisfactorily convey the meaning ofthe original 
title, it is not an inferior option over free translation. Consider titles such as The 
Tempest, The Merry Wives of Windsor, The Merchant of Venice, The Taming of 
the Shrew, A MidsummerNighfs Dream and The Two Gentlemen ofVerona have 
been rendered rather literal^in translations published in both Mainland China a n ^ 
Taiwan as, namely, Baofer^ (《暴風雨》）O^iang, Zhu); We^ade Fer^u 




1 Further see Fong (1991) for discussions of Cao's translation of Romeo and Juliet, 
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夜之夢》）（Liang; W. Cao); Weiluona Er Shengshi (《維洛那二紳士》） 
(Liang). These Uteral renditions have been widely accepted and employed. 
When it can convey adequately the meaning of the SL title, literal 
translation is generally the easiest and probably the most effective strategy the 
translator can employ. Nevertheless, in cases where the title is an allusion, idiom 
or pun in the SL, the translator would prefer a relatively free translation to a 
literal rendering when he finds that the title, if translated literally, would not 
J appeal to the TL audience. He may also opt for an idiomatic equivalent in the TL 
that may be more acceptable and accessible for the TL audience. For example， 
the title Measurefor Measure is in fact an allusion taken from the Gospels of St 
Matthew and St. Mark in the Bible: "For with what judgement ye judge, ye shall 
be judged: and with what measure ye mete，it shall be measured to you again" 
OVLatthew 7: 2); "And he said unto them. Take heed what ye hear: with what 
I measure ye mete, it shall be measured to you: and unto you that hear shall more 
i 
1 be given" (Mark 4: 24). Liang Shiqiu's rendition E You E Bao (《惡有惡報》）， 
j 
meaning "Reap Evil as You Sowed It", shows obviously that he, in handling the 
i 
title, has taken into consideration its allusive nature as he writes in the preface to 
his translation (Liang 1991c: 3): 
1 
I The title ofthis Shakespeare's play is apparently from the Bible. But 
I there is no equivalent idiom in Chinese for it I am reluctant to have 
used a Buddhist maxim "Reap good or evil as you sowed it" to 




There are, however，discrepancies in Liang's translation. For one thing，"reap evil 
as you sowed it", as a Buddhist maxim, is not an exact equivalent of the idiom 
16 
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"measure for measure" in the Bible because the cultural and religious values and 
associations which the two expressions bear are different. Nevertheless, such 
translation is rendered thematically, so that it serves as an idiomatical equivalent 
to the original and thus can be considered satisfactory. 
Further examples ofidiomatic renderings of titles are also found in Much 
Ado About Nothing，Love's Labour's Lost and All's Well That Ends Well 
Consider the versions of Liang Shiqiu and Zhu Shenghao: Much Ado About 
j Nothing is translated as Wu Shi Z^^^《無事自擾》）（Liang) and Wu Shi 
Fan Nao (《無事煩惱》）（Zhu); Love's Labour's Lost as Kong Ai Yichang 
(《空愛一場》）（Liang); AlVs Well That Ends Well as Jie Da Huanxi (《皆大 
歡喜》） (Umg)mdZongC@Jmmshu(《終成眷屬》）（Zhu) . Because 
the translated titles are near semantic equivalents to the originals and highly 
idiomatic, none ofthem sounds foreign to the TL audience. 
1 Titles of the third category, of course, require more delicate handling for 
they do not show any apparent connection to the plot or the theme of the play. 
Among titles ofthis category. As You Like It and Twelfth Night: Or，What You 
Will form an interesting parallel. Since these two plays are among the six 
comedies studied in this thesis，we will discuss in detail the translation of their 
titles in the next section. 
2.2 Translation ofTitles ofSix Shakespeare's Comedies 
According to the above discussion, the six comedies being studied in this 
thesis fall mainly into the second and the third categories. The Comedy ofErrors, 
The Two Gentlemen of Verona, A Midsummer Night's Dream and The Tempest 
belong to the second category where titles denote connections to the plot，theme 
17 
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or meaning ofthe play, and these titles are also known as "thematic titles". As 
You Like It and Twelfth Night, on the other hand, are grouped into the third 
category oftitles that hardly show any apparent association to the play concerned. 
A couple of principal differences deserve our attention between the six 
comedies and the translations discussed in the previous section by Liang, Zhu, W. 
Cao, Y. Cao and Bian. First, as I stated in Chapter 1, the six comedies were 
translated specifically for stage performance whereas the works of the above 
mentioned translators were generally understood not for the stage. Secondly，the 
six comedies by the local translators were rendered into Cantonese whereas the 
translations ofthe same plays by Liang and so on were in Baihua or the standard 
language. The translators ofthe Cantonese versions were bound to have a set of 
considerations different from that of the translators who produced the Baihua 
versions. We shall see in the following by comparing the titles translated by Liang 
and so on and those by the local translators, that very different strategies were 
employed in rendering titles which were meant to be performed and those which 
are for purposes of reading and literary studies. 
2.2.1 The Comedy ofErrors ^ 
The play was translated by Jane Lai with the title Nande Hu/ii (《難得将 
塗》），meaning "Difficult to be a Gudgeon", which is an allusion to the famous 
and frequently-quoted saying ofthe Qing Dynasty poet and artist Zheng Banqiao 
(鄭板橋，1693-1765). The saying in The Collection ofZhengBanqiao (《板橋 
集》）goes like this:“聰明難，糊塗更難“，which literaUy means: "It is difficult 
to be intelligent, but it is even more difficult to be a gudgeon." 
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Compared with the rendering of the same title by Liang Shiqiu, who 
translated it as Cuo Zhong Cuo (《錯中錯》），meaning "Errors in Errors"，Lai's 
translation may seem to be vague at first glance and but in fact bears much 
relevance to the content ofthe play and is more accessible to the audience than 
Liang's version. In light ofDorsch's (1988: 12-13) interpretation of the play, the 
delicate translation ofLai could be fixrther appreciated: 
The Comedy ofErrors is not only very good theatre, it is also very 
good reading. It is a finely-balanced mixture of pathos and suspense, 
illusion and delusion, love tumed bitter and love that is sweet, farce 
and fun. The fun begins in the second scene with the entry of the 
Syracusan pair and is sustained with great verve and vivacity through 
the next three acts. It arises from the farce of mistaken identity which 
is the stufFand substance ofthe play - from all the improbabilities that 
result from the use oftwo pairs of identical twins who in the course 
of a single day repeatedly encounter people whom they know they 
know, but do not know.…The keynotes of the play are illusion and 
delusion. 
Precisely because of the fact that The Comedy of Errors is a play of illusion, 
delusion and mistaken identity, had the characters been less huf£ (confused) or 
too clear-headed , the farce would have become an impossibility. Similarly, ifthe 
audience insists on staying clear-headed and resists the illusion and delusion, 
which are the essence ofthe comedy，it cannot appreciate or enjoy the play either. 
Therefore, the translation ofLai does make good sense to both the audience as 
well as the understanding of the play as a whole. 
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2.2.2 The Two Gentlemen of Verona 
The play was translated by Rupert Chan with the title Junzi Hao Qiu 
(《君子好逑》），meaning "The Gentlemen in Love". Needless to say, one could 
easily notice that this Cantonese title《君子好逑》is an allusion and quotation 
to the verse "The Ospreys on the Islet"(〈關睢〉）from the chapter of The 
Odes ofZhou and the South (〈周南〉）mTheBookofPoetry(^《詩經》）： 
“關關睢鳩，在河之洲，窈雜淑女，君子好逑�”(The ospreys live in pairs on 
the islet in the river; young gentlemen live for the love of young ladies). As I 
mentioned earlier, Liang Shiqiu translated the same play with the title Weiluona 
Er Shengshi (《維洛那二紳士》），meaning "Two Gentlemen ofVerona". 
In view of the relevance of the title to the story-line of the play, the 
Cantonese rendering may even surpass the original since the play is basically 
about romantic love and has a comparatively simple structure with its 
conventional plot involving the fortunes of two pairs oflovers: Proteus and Julia, 
Valentine and Silvia. When we consider the allusive nature of the Cantonese title 
and all the associations it evokes, it does effectively and succinctly offers hints 
and clues to the audience what the play is about. 
Furthermore, the setting of the Cantonese version of the play has been 
transferred from Verona and Milan of Italy to the Province of Guangdong in 
China under the occupation ofthe warlords in 1920s. In order to be in concord 
with the alternation ofsettings, the western concept of"gentlemen"(紳士) has to 
be changed into the Chinese concept ”君子"，i.e. "perfect gentlemen". Thus the 
title undoubtedly possesses a strong Chinese flavour very much in tune with the 
overall orientation ofthe play in Cantonese. It therefore serves better the purpose 
of stage performance than that of Liang Shiqiu's. 
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2.2.3 A Midsummer Night's Dream 
Again, Rupert Chan was the translator of the play, with the title being 
Zhongxiaye Zhi Yan (《仲夏夜之魘》），meaning "a grotesque dream in a 
midsummer night". 
The same title was rendered into Chinese before as either Zhongxiaye Zhi 
Meng(《仲夏夜之夢》）（Zhu,W. Cao) or Zhongxiaye Meng (《仲夏夜夢》） 
(Liang). The major difference between these and Chan's translation is the use of 
the character “夢” (meng) in the former and the character “魘” fyar?) in the 
latter. “ 夢 ” (metig) means "dream" in its common sense and “ 魘 ” fyart) 
"grotesque dream" or "nightmare". In making such an alternation in the rendering 
of the title, Chan offers the following explanation (Chan 1988，unpubUshed 
original in English): 
The Wood outside the City is a symbol ofNature: a Country Park in 
the dark ofthe night, and the venue of the Dream. The fairy world in 
the dream is illusory, therefore its time/place or historicaL^cultural 
background are similarily unspecified. The only positive sign of a 
key-note is that the images of fairyland described by the fairies are not 
at all the traditional "beautiful" things, but "horrifying" plants, animals 
and natural phenomena. Hence I boldly interpret that the author's 
original idea is 魘 ( t h e word used in the title _ a grotesque dream) 
rather than 夢 ^ust "dream"). 
Since the setting of the play is not specified in the original, the rendering of the 
English word "dream" into 魘 ( y a n ) , i.e. "grotesque dream”，instead of 夢 
(meng), Le. "dream" serves the purpose of providing hints on the story to the 
audience. 
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2.2.4 As You Like It 
In the Introduction to the Arden edition of As You Like It, Latham (1967: 
bcviii- lxix) writes: 
The title ofthe play is typically Shakespearian, titillating the audience, 
giving nothing away, promising pleasure, avoiding pretension, and 
gently soliciting approval by implying that approval is important. It 
closely parallels What You Will, the alternative title of Twelfth Night. 
It is generally supposed to have its source in a casual phrase used by 
Lodge in his address to the readers ofhis Rosalynde, 'If you like it，so' 
(Greg, p. xxix). It is particularly suited to the do-as-you please 
atmosphere ofArden, a place where a very mixed collection ofpeople 
very happily go their own various ways." 
Latham's remarks aptly summarize the implicit and subtle associations 
between As You Like It and its title. In rendering the title as Ru Yuan (《如 
願》），Liang Shiqiu offers the following interpretation (Liang 1991f: 4): 
As You Like It ought to be translated by an idiom such as ren shui zun 
bian (二 as you like it). But such idioms are hard to come by. I 
therefore translated it as ru yuan, meaning "wishes come true"，an 
expression that everyone is familiar with. {As You Like It 應該譯爲 
「任隨尊便」這樣意義的一句成語線好，但是這樣的成語不大容易想出來。 
我所譯作「如願」者是沿用一個大家習慣的譯名而已o ) 
Apart from Liang's version, Zhu Shenghao also translated the same play 
with the title Jie Da Huami (《皆大歡喜》），meaning "Happiness to All". 
Comparing the two renditions, Liang's seems to demonstrate to a greater extent 
the relevance of the title to the play and renders more faithful to the original， 
though Zhu's is also acceptable in the sense that it "tells" succinctly what happens 
in the play and among the characters. 
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Precisely because ofthe fact that the title As You Like It does not seem to 
show any apparent connection to the plot, it is open to interpretation and a wide 
range ofrenderings ofthe title, from literal to free，are therefore expected. 
Consider the Cantonese translation of the title offered by Grace Liu and 
Julia Wan as Chunfeng Cuidu Yumenguan (《春風吹渡玉門關》），meaning 
"Spring Wind Breezes across the Yumen Pass". This is a rather freely-rendered 
title compared with Liang Shiqiu's translation of it as Ru Yuan (《如願》）， 
meaning "Wishes Come True" and Zhu Shenghao's translation of it as Jie Da 
Huanxi (《皆大歡喜》），meaning "Happiness to All", Grace Liu and Julia Wan's 
translation creates an apparent deviation from the original setting of the play, 
since Yumenguan (玉門關）is a place in China. We will retum to discuss the 
setting in more detail in chapter 5. 
Looking at the origin of the Cantonese title, we may find two possible 
references. The first one is the Verse of Liangzhou (〈、涼州言司))by the Tang 
poet Wang Zhihuan (王之渙’ 688-742). It has a Une that reads: "Why should a 
Tartar pipe moum for w i l ^ trees? Spring scene seldom crosses Yumen Pass" 
(充笛何須怨楊柳，春光不度玉門關）.Though the second part of the Hne 
resembles the play title�春風吹渡玉門關》，the connection between the two 
may，in my view, be vague to the audience, despite the most obvious allusion to 
the name Yumenguan (玉門關），the northern gateway leading to Xiyu (西域）or 
westem China. 
The second reference is a line from a well-known piece of Cantonese 
o p e r a《鳳閣恩仇未了情》_ Love Story in Fengge\ in which the lovers in 
the story are forced to part since the man has to leave for the battlefield at the 
borders. The Une reads as follows: "Spring wind will one day cross Yumenguan" 
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| ( 終 有 曰 ， 春 風 吹 渡 玉 門 關 ） . T h i s reference seems more likely to be related to 
the Cantonese play title《春風吹渡玉門關》�Chunfeng Cuidu Yumenguan, i.e. 
Spring wind breezes across the Yumen Pass) since both read precisely identical 
and the allusion to a well-known piece of Cantonese opera is probably more 
accessible to the local audience than one drawn from a Tang poem, 
j As for its reference to the content ofthe play, the t i t l e�春風吹渡玉門 
關》(fihunfeng Cuidu Yumenguan, i.e. Spring wind breezes across the Yumen 
Pass) is apt in the sense that the characters in the play find their happiness and 
freedom (symbolized by chunfeng (春風=spring wind)) only after they left the 
court and enter the carefree world of the Forest of Arden in the original and the 
Kazakhstan Highlands (represented by Yumenguan (玉門關)）in the translation. 
2.2.5 Twelfth Night 
Likewise, the title Twelfth Night: Or’ What You Will does not show any 
apparent connection to the play itself either. J. M. Lothian and T. W. Craik 
(1975: xxxiii-xxxv) in their Introduction to the Arden edition of Twelfth Night 
record R. K. Turner's proposition that the play "is the only one of Shakespeare's 
plays to have two alternative titles, and that the second of these. What You Will, 
is also the title of a play by Marston, which in aU probability appeared early in 
1601, [...] What You Will may have been Shakespeare's working title." They 
further point out that "it is very possible that Shakespeare retained the original 
title in order to make it absolutely clear to his audiences that the new title Twelfth 
Night bore no more significance than had the casual titles of his two previous 
comedies. Much Ado About Nothing and As You Like h, and that it was irrelevant 
to the story and to performance on 6 January. [...] On the one hand, the sense of 
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'What You Will' (i.e., whatever you like to call it) has been strained into 'What 
you desire’，the 'you' being either the spectators or the characters; on the other 
Twelfth Night, has been subjected both to super-subtlety (in the search for 
allusions to the Epiphany) and to downright simplicity ('it was got up on purpose 
to be Acted on Twelfth Nighf). It seems to me [Craik] that for a Twelfth Night 
play there could be no title more barren than Twelfth Night. If we believe that 
Shakespeare used G/' Ingannati as a source we may also believe that he took his 
title from a phrase [i.e.，la notte di beffana (Epiphany)] in its prologue. [...] Yet 
even if Shakespeare had read the passage and had recognized 'la notte di beffana' 
as meaning Twelfth Night,, there is nothing in the context of that prologue to lead 
him towards choosing this title for his comedy, and I prefer to think that he chose 
it merely for its general festive associations," Apparently, Liang Shiqiu has also 
noticed the possible connections between the play's festive associations with its 
title, as he remarks in the preface to his translation of the play (Liang 1991g:3): 
Shakespeare wrote the play apparently for the occasion of Epiphany, 
thus the title Twelfth Night. The Midsummer Night's Dream was 
named in a similar way.(莎士比亞此劇顯然是爲了這樣的節日〔「主顯 
節」〕寫的，》^名之爲第十二夜。仲夏夜夢的命名也有類似的情形。) 
Since the relationship between the title and the play in the original is of a rather 
obscure nature, the literal rendering of the title as Di Shier Ye (《第十二夜》） 
by both Liang Shiqiu and Zhu Shenghao can thus be justified. In fact，the 
translated title《第十二夜》has been widely used and accepted as well. 
Like As You Like h, there seems to be no apparent and definite 
association between the plot and the title Twelfth Night either. Therefore, various 
renderings ofthe title, strictly literal and extremely free alike, are possible. 
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The Cantonese translation ofthe title by Rupert Chan is Yuanxiao (《兀 
宵》），meaning "Lantern Festival". This is obviously a far cry from the original. 
In contrast, the translation by Liang Shiqiu and Zhu Shenghao as Di Shier Ye 
(《第十二夜》 ) i s a faithful and literal rendering ofthe English original. The 
reason for such drastic alternation, as Chan (Chan 1992) puts it, is that the 
Cantonese version of the play is entirely a localized product. 
From the translation point of view, Chan's type of translation is only 
acceptable when a translated product is thoroughly transformed from its original 
in both flavour and content, as is in this case. Even so，Liang's translation is still a 
better choice in terms oftranslation，because "the twelfth night from Christmas" is 
completely different semantically as well as culturally from "Lantem Festival", i.e. 
"the fifteenth night from the Chinese New Year". Having said this, judging from 
the popularity ofthe performance, the Cantonese title, in accord with its Chinese 
setting ofthe play, which we will discuss in Chapter 5, seems highly accessible to 
the local audience. Thus we may say that Chan's translation is successful only in 
that it evokes a festive association and creates a convivial atmosphere for the 
Chinese audience in the target culture similar to that of Twelfth Night to the 
English or Westem audience in the original. 
2.2.6 The Tempest 
The play was translated by Grace Liu and Julia Wan and given the title 
Baofengyu (《暴風雨》），a literal rendering of "tempest". The same translation 
was produced by Liang Shiqiu and Zhu Shenghao. 
Unlike titles such as Twelfth Night, The Two Gentlemen of Verona, The 
Merchant of Venice and so on, which make specific reference to a place or festive 
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occasion which are often so culturaUy unique that they demand the translator to 
make similar，if not equivalent, reference to similar entities in translations, the 
translation of The Tempest does not necessitate such specific references, since it 
refers to a rather universal meteorological phenomenon. Actually, the title also 
evokes similar associations in both Chinese and Westem cultures as a tempest 
may well represent something stormy and unstable. These associations of 
"tempest" to stormy weathers in tum render relevant to the context and the 
contents ofthe play. This is probably the reason why there is not any deviation of 
the Cantonese version from the Baihua versions as we see in previous cases. In 
fact, there have been so far no calls for a new translation, either in Cantonese or 
in Baihua. Further, the literal translation seems readily accessible to the local 
audience since the play has been so widely known as Baofengyu (《暴風雨》） 
for a long time. 
2.3 Conclusion 
From the above discussion, two observations can be made. First, a title 
that belongs to a certain category in the SL context may no longer be ofthe same 
category when translated. Typical examples include: Macbeth being translated as 
Shi Jun Ji (《試君記》）（The Assassination ofthe King) instead ofMaikebai 
(《麥克白》),HemyIV2isFengdianHuangdi(《瘋癲皇帝》）（TheMadKing) 
instead ofHengli Sishi (《亨利四世》）(=HemyIV),TheComecfyofErrorsas 
t 
Nande Hu^ (《難得糊塗》） insteadofg^wudeXyu(《錯誤的喜劇》)(= 
The Comedy ofErrors) or Cuo Zhong Cuo (《錯中錯》）（Errors in Errors). 
Whether this shift of category is justified or desirable, one has to take into 
account such factors as the relationship between the title and the play, the cultural 
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1 - differences between the SL and TL audience, and the different receptions of the 
I title by the SL and the TL audience. Very often, the translator will need to 
! consider the accessibility of the translated title to the TL audience Q ^ : a factor 
! which often affects box office returns). All these in tum influence the translator's 
1 decision on which strategy he will employ in translating titles. 
I The other observation is that the way a play is perceived in the mind of 
j the translator in a TL culture seems to determine the way its title is translated. In 
other words, the translator's perception of the play also determines the category 
to which its title belongs. Examples are the adaptations of some Shakespearean 
plays，including, firstly, Chan Wan Ying's (陳尹瑩）transl^n of Othello as Du 
(�妒�）(Jealousy) instead of a transliterated Aosaij^《奧賽羅》）and 
Richard Ho's (何文匯）translation ofHamlet as Wangzi Fuchou Ji (《王子復仇 
記》）(Jhe Revenge ofthe Prince) instead ofatransliterated Hamuleite (《哈姆 
t' 
\ 雷特》），and secondly Rupert Chan's (陳鲜潤）translation of Twelfth Night as 
9 
j Yuanxiao (《元宵》）instead ofa literalDi Shier Ye (《第十二夜》）e= Twelfth 
A 
I Nighty 








： Chapter 3 Translation of Names of Characters 
^ 
In this chapter，we will analyze the Cantonese translation ofthe names of 
the characters of the six plays. The focus wiH be on a comparison between 
translatmg character names for the purpose of stage performance and doing so for 
the purpose of reading and literary studies. 
3.0 Introduction 
Nomenclature, or the system of characters' naming, is widely recognized 
丨 as an economical and, very often, effective way of characterization in literary 
works (Sun & Jin 1975: 20; Fong 1991). As the name of a character in a literaty 
i work is endowed with meamngs significant to the understanding ofthe character 
j 
I concerned as well as to the appreciation ofthe plot and the work as a whole, it is 
often mandatory for the translator to render the name together with aU its related 
meanings and connotations into the target language. The characteristic 
！ 
j "immediacy", as we may call it, i.e. the fact that once the audience misses a pomt 
in a performance it is difficult for them to refer back to it，also applies to 
characters' names. Thus characters' names of a play provides an interesting corpus 
for the discussion oftranslation strategies as well as problems. 
Apart from considering the characterizing function ofthe names in a play, 
the translator also has to take into account the theatrical and linguistic or 
phonological effect the names may create on stage. For example, whether a name 
sounds "grand" enough for a particular character (like Prospero in The Temped), 
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whether it is easy to pronounce, and whether its meaning and comiotations would 
be easily (mis-)understood by the audience. AU these iirfluence the translator's 
decision as to which strategy is to use in translating names. 
I T h e spectrum ofstrategies that emerge in the translation ofthe characters' 
names ofthe six plays in question spans within transHteration, semantic or literal 
translation, a combination ofthese, and renaming or creation. The spectrum may 
be viewed as a continuum in which transliteration stands at one end and renaming 
at the other. The degree of strategy variation between them may therefore serve 
as a criterion for a rendering's general orientation being an adaptation or 
translation. 
Closely related to this general orientation of a rendering being an 
adaptation or translation is the difference between a dramatic text that is 
translated for the purpose of stage performance and one for the purpose of 
reading and Hterary studies. A paraUel seems to be that adaptation overrides 
translation when a translated work is meant for stage performance rather than for 
the purpose ofreading and Hterary studies. In this respect, translating names for 
the stage differs from doing so for the purpose ofreading and literary studies. The 
difference lies in the fact that while pure transliteration seems to be the dominant 
strategy in translating the names of characters in dramatic texts for literary studies, 
this is not, significantly, the case in name translations intended for stage 
performance which involve modified transliteration, semantic translation, a 
combination of these，and renaming. A comparison between the translation of 
characters' names in the six comedies that were staged in Hong Kong and those 
by Liang Shiqiu, Zhu Shenghao and so on who translated mainly for the purpose 
ofreading and Hterary studies hasjust demonstrated that, as we shall see below. 
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3.1 Various Strategies at Work 
The main strategy which aU the translators employ in the Cantonese 
renderings ofthe characters' names iti the six comedies is what may be termed as 
"modified transHteration", i.e. a transHteration process where a careful choice of 
Chinese characters for the translated names is exercised so that the resultant 
names appear to be Chinese, easy to pronounce by actors and accessible to the 
audience. These translated names also contribute to the characterization of the 
plays. Other strategies such as literal translation, a combination oftransHteration 
and literal translation, and renaming are also at work. We wiU look at them one 
by one below，with a techmcaI point to be mentioned beforehand. Where 
necessary and appropriate in the foMowing, we wiU give Cantonese Romanization 
to names in the six Cantonese productions but Baihua or Putonghua 
Romanization to those translated by Pufonghua,eaking translators such as 
Liang Shiqiu and others. The Cantonese Romamzation we use is what is normaUy 
used in Hong Kong and the Baihua one is that used in China, aHas Pinyin. 
In its broadest sense, "transliteration" means "to translate the sounds" or 
"phonolo^cal translation". Examples of transliteration of characters' names are 
numerous, particularly in those works translated by Liang Shiqiu, Zhu Shenghao 
and Cao Weifeng for reading and literary studies where the translated names have 
no bearings for actual stage performance. Here "faithful" and "accurate" syUable-
to-syUable transHteration are easily identifiable, such as: 
The Comedy of Errors (by Liang Shiqiu) 
SoHnus: 顏諾斯 
Antipholus ofEphesus: 哀非索斯之安提孚勒斯 
Dromio ofSyracuse: «^13^之德婁米歐 
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Adriana: 阿德利安娜 
The Two Gentlemen ofVerona (by Liang Shiqiu) 
Proteus: 普洛蒂阿斯 
Eglamour: 哀格勒慕 
Even the same name receives various phonological renderings: 
A Midsummer Nighfs Dream 
Demetrius: 地美特利阿斯(Liang);第米屈律斯(Zhu);第米#^ (Cao) 
PMostrate: 菲胃特雷特(Liang);菲勞士屈雷脫(Zhu);菲羅特萊（Cao) 
As You Like It 





Sir Toby Bdch: 陶貝•白爾赤爵士 {Liang);托培•貝爾歐爵士 (Zhu) 






But these syllable-to-syUable transHterations are problematic for actors on 
stage to utter，nor would they make much sense to the Chinese audience even if 
they were pronounced on stage. 
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Alternatively, semantic translation of names is caUed for when a name is 
assigned with some specific meaning relevant to the appreciation of the play. 
Among the six comedies, examples of semantic translation of names can be cited 
m A Midsummer Nighfs Dream, As You Like It as weU as Twelfth Night. 
： I. A Midsummer Nighfs Dream: Names of the Athenian working class 
characters includuig Bottom and his feUows are all related to their professions. 
For example. Quince the carpenter. Snug the joiner. Bottom the weaver. Flute the 
beUows-mender, Snout the tinker and Starveling the tailor. Thus semantic 
i renderings of these names would be more appropriate than transHteration. 
Compare the semantic renderings of these names by Liang SMqiu and Cao 
Weifeng (with the exception of Quince) with the phonological handHng of Zhu 
i 
Shenghao below: 
Liang: Cao: Zhu: 
Quince: 木楔 昆斯 裒斯 
Snug: 簡潔 合縫兒 史納格 
Bottom: 線_ 線團兒 波頓 
Flute: 笛子 笛管兒 弗魯脫 
Snout: 壺嘴 噴嘴兒 斯諾脫 
StarveUng: 瘦鬼 瘦鬼兒 司1«林 
As we see，the phonolo^cal renderings of Zhu would not contribute to the 
appreciation of the play, nor would they make much sense to the Chinese 
audienceifpronounced on stage. Jn contrast, the semantic translations of Liang 
and Cao, on the other hand, would help with the appreciation ofthe play and, if 
pronounced on stage，would render the names meamngfiil to the audience. 
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II. As You Like It Touchstone, the name of the clowe, for example, has a 
sense, i.e. semantically meaningful, and is HteraUy, rather than phonologicaUy, 
traiislated by Liang SMqiu and Zhu Shenghao as shijinshi ( 試 金 石 ) 
(二 touchstone). 
in. Twelfth Night The name ofthe clowB, Feste, can be interpreted as a 
lexical variant, or pun, to "fest", "feast" or "festival". i The semantic translation 
ofthe name as kuthmg (吉慶）(meaning "auspicious and festive") offered by 
Rupert Chan obviously excels the phonological versions by Liang and Zhu as 
Feisiti (費斯蒂）and Feisituo (斐斯脫）respectively. 
Summarizing the three cases discussed above, it seems that where the 
name is endowed with a meaning in its own right, semantic translation seems to 
be preferred. 
There are also cases where the combination of phonological and semantic 
translation is a better strategy thm. either of them. The translator opts for such 
strategy when it contributes to the characterization of the play. Consider the 
translation of names Hke Heraiia, PMlostrate and Puck in A Midmmmer Nighfs 
Dream. Rupert Chan in his Cantonese version of the play translated these three 
names respectively as Heungman (香蠻)(meaning, as given by the translator 
himsetfin the unpubHshed Translator's Notes (Chan 1992), "fragrant stout (girl)"), 
FaiNgosi (費樂士) (meaning "a gentleman ofmusic named Fai") ^ and Butgei 
(不靈 ) { m e a n i n g "unrestrained"). PhonologicaUy, these renderings bear 
1 Jn German, "Fest" means exactly feast, party, celebration or festival and "festa'' in 
Italian has the similar meanings. It is therefore not difficult at aU for the EngHsh as weU as 
European audience to detect the reference or the pun the name "Feste" creates. 
2 The CMnese word 樂 can also be pronounced as lok, meaning "happy". In this case, 
費樂士 (JPai Loksi) means "a happy gentleman Fai" which in fact also helps portraying the 
character in the play. 
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resemblance to their English counterparts. Semantically, they cany meanings 
significant to the portrayal of the characters concerned. In the case of Hermia, 
Chan (1988) relates the meaning of the Chinese name to the portraying of the 
character as slender in stature，straight-forward and strong-willed. For 
Philostrate, who is the Master ofthe Revels to Theseus in the play, its Chinese 
translation ofFa/ Ngosi (= a gentleman of music named Fai) implies what he is, 
i.e. an official in charge of revels, feasts, music and entertainment for Theseus. 
I Likewise, the translation of the name Puck as Butgei (unrestrained) suits this 
mischievous and witty character rather well. 
Further examples of character names translated both phonologically and 
semantically are found in the Cantonese version of As You Like It by Grace Liu 
and Julia Wan. Amiens and Jaques, two loyal lords attending on the banished 
Duke, are translated respectively as Onman (安民）and Kauchit (銶哲），and 
Charles, the wrestler，is named Chailo (柴魯).The phonological equivalence of 
these names to the originals requires no further elaboration. Semantically, 
Onman Uterally means "pacifying or consoling the people" and suits the character 
ofAmiens well as a kind-hearted, considerate and understanding attendant to the 
Duke. Kauchit, with kau (銶）used as a sumame and chit (哲）meaning 
"philosophy", is also a suitable rendering for Jaques, who is a cynical philosopher 
in the play. As for Chailo, where chai (柴），meaning "burning wood" or "log" 
(thus creating a sense of coarseness), is the sumame and lo (魯 ) m e a n s 
"physically strong and reckless", it also contributes to the portrayal ofCharles as 
the wrestler whose strength lies only in his physique. It thus appears that the 
combination of both semantic translation and transUteration in the handling of 
characters' names is an effective way of producing TL names that help enhance 
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the play's characterization, particularly, perhaps, on the stage where the names so 
translated can be pronounced easily as weU as make sense to the TL audience. 
Lastly, when all the above-mentioned strategies, i.e. transliteration, 
semantic translation, and the combination ofboth, fall short of meeting the need 
imposed on the translations by the target language and/or culture, the translator 
resorts to renaming or creation. This is a strategy where the translator creates a 
name in TL and substitute with it a character name in the original More often 
than not, the created name serves the function of portraying the character 
concerned. A good pair of examples are from As You Like It. The first one is 
Rosalind，who in disguise of herself as a man changes her name into Ganymede. 
The second character is Celia，who, looking for a new name for her new identity 
that "hath reference to [her] state" (I，iii, 123), calls herself Mena. As we know, 
the name Ganymede has its reference to Greek mythology. It may render too 
subtle and not so readily accessible to the Hong Kong audience. It is therefore 
perhaps out of place for the Cantonese version of the play which is set against a 
Chinese setting in the outskirts ofNorthem China (which we will discuss further 
in chapter 5). The translators, i.e. Grace Liu and Julia Wan, substituted the name 
with their own creation as Kanam Mogai (逝南無忌），in which Kanam is the 
surname and Mogai the first name literally meaning "fearless". It creates the 
image of a brave young man and fits in the play well. As for the name Aliena, it 
has its lexical association with "alienation" or "alienated" and implies Celia's 
situation very well. The name given to her in Cantonese is Holin Nono (可|粦奴 
奴），which literaUy means "the poor little thing". To comment on these translated 
names, I presume that the translators found it unsatisfactory to render them by 
transliteration, semantic translation or the combination ofboth. One simple reason 
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for this is that ifthe two names were translated in one of those ways, the result 
would not do justice to the originals, bi contrast, a creation seems the most 
suitable. 
Another example is the name Thurio in The Two Gentlemen ofVerona. In 
Cantonese, the name of this clumsy and incompetent pumpkin roller becomes 
Chow Waingo (周維岳)，where chow is the family name and waingo the first 
name. When pronounced in Cantonese, it bears a faint resemblance to the English 
original. Yet, it is a homonym of chowwai ngo (周圍「岳」），which means 
"idling around in a rather foolish manner", hence aptly describing the character. 
Again，had it been translated in any other way, i.e. transliteration, semantic 
translation or the combination ofboth, the resultant name would certainly fail to 
achieve the effect as it has by the method of creation. 
3.2 Names for Stage Performance 
Having discussed in general various strategies that the translator may use 
in translating characters' names in a play, we now examine more closely those 
names that are translated specially for the purpose of stage performance, as 
opposed to those that are not translated with such purpose in the translator's mind. 
As stated earlier, all the Cantonese translations of the six plays under our 
investigation in this thesis were actually staged in Hong Kong theatres. In 
contrast to this, the translation of the same plays by Liang Shiqiu, Zhu Shenghao, 
Cao Weifeng and so on was not meant for such purpose but rather for the 
purpose of reading and literary studies. As far as the translation of character 
names is concerned，transliteration remains the principal strategy for both groups 
of translators. One regular variation is, however, observed. That is, whereas 
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multi-syllabic names in the English originals are almost exclusively translated or 
transformed into shorter, thus easier to pronounce, names, with only a few 
exceptions，in plays for stage performance, their counterparts in texts for reading 
and literary studies remain unchanged multi-syllabic names. To illustrate the 
difference, compare the foUowing where Group I contains names for non-stage 
performance and Group II those for stage performance: 
Group I: Group H: 
The Comedy of Errors : 
Antipholus ofEphesus:哀非索斯之安提孚勒斯(Liang) 大安提福（Lai) 
Antipholus ofSyracuse:西拉鳩斯之安提孚勒斯(Liang) 小安提福(Lai) 
Balthasar: 巴爾薩澤(Liang) 鮑德紳(Lai) 
Dromio ofEphesus:哀非索斯之德婁米歐(Liang) 大仲米奧0">ai) 
Dromio ofSyracuse:西&«斯之德婁米歐(Limg) 小仲米奧（Lai) 
Emilia: 義米利亞(Liang) 愛美利(Lai) 
Solinus: 蘇賴諾斯(Liang) 素靈斯(Lai) 
The Two Gentlemen of Verona: 
Antonio: 安圖尼歐（Liang) 包_棠(Chan) 
Eglamour: 哀格勒慕(Liang) 敵馬 (Chan ) 
Proteus: 普洛蒂阿斯(Liang) 包晉仕(Chan) 
Silvia: 西爾維亞(Liang) 小娃(Chan) 
A Midsummer Nighfs Dream 
Demetrius: 地美特利阿斯(Liang) 狄柱銘(Chan) 
第米特律(Cao) 
第米屈律斯(Zhu) 
Egeus: 義濟阿斯(Liang) 艾爵儒(Chan) 
Philostrate: 菲婁斯特雷特(Liang) 費樂士（Chan) 
Theseus: 提西阿斯(Liang) 薩秀斯(Chan) 
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Titania: 鐵達尼亞(Liang) 提天侶（Chan) 
蒂坦尼霞(Zhu) 
As You Like It. 
Amiens: 哀米安斯(Liang) 安民（Liu & Wan) 
阿米恩斯(Zhu) 
(Duke) Frederick:弗來得利克0^ &昭)霍達禾1】(侯）（Liu & Wan) 
弗雷特力克（Zhu) 
Sir Oliver Martext:奧利佛瑪台克斯先生(Liang) 馬塔塔主持(Liu & Wan) 
丨 岳力佛馬退麵脫師傅(Zhu) 
Silvius:席爾維阿斯(Liang) 草維爾(Liu & Wan) 
薛維厄斯(Zhu) 
Twelfth Night 
Antonio: 安圖尼歐（Liang) 況東洋(Chan) 
安東尼奧（Zhu) 
Olivia: 奧利維亞(Liang) 萼綠華(Chan) 
奧麗薇霞(Zhu) 
Malvolio: 馬孚利歐（Liang) 茅福祿(Chan) 
馬伏里奧(Zhu) 
Sebastian: 西巴斯善(Liang) 思巴信（Liu & Wan) 
瑟巴士顯(Zhu) 
Toby Belch:陶貝白爾赤（Liang) 鮑冤鼙(Chan) 
托培貝爾區(Zhu) 
AndrewAugecheek: ^ W m ^ M W ^ (Liang) M M ^ ^ (Chan) 
麵魯埃求啓克（Zhu) 
The Tempest. 
Adrian: 亞德利安（Liang) 艾利安（Liu & Wan) 
阿特利安(Zhu) 
Antonio: 安圖尼歐（Liang) 安尼奧 0-iu & Wan) 
安東尼奧（Zhu) 
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Prospero: 普洛斯帕羅(Liang) 普帕羅（Liu & Wan) 
普洛士35羅(Zhu) 
Sebastian: 西巴斯善(Liang) 思巴信（Liu & Wan) 
瑟巴士顯(Zhu) 
Stephano: 斯蒂番諾(Liang; Zhu) 鐵反魯(Liu & Wan) 
Trinculo: 特—婁(Liang) 添哥囉 O i^u & Wan) 
屈林鳩羅(Zhu) 
The cause for the above-observed regular variation is of two kinds. 
One, names used in stage performance tend to fall into the usual pattern of 
Chinese naming, which normally restricts the number of characters (i.e. syllables) 
to be used in a name to no more than three, one for the family name and two for 
the given name. Thus translations such as PuluotVasi (普洛蒂阿斯）for Proteus， 
Dimiqulusi (第米屈律斯）for Demetrius and Puluosipaluo (普洛斯帕羅）for 
Prospero，as listed above，are not readily accepted as names by the local or a 
Chinese audience in general. So such names are often found to be altered to a 
more acceptable Chinese version in translations for stage performance (also see 
the above list). Secondly, the variation is to do with the settings ofthe translated 
plays. Because the translated plays normally have a different setting from their 
originals, usually a change from a Western setting to a Chinese one, a variation in 
naming is called for. We will discuss the settings in detail in chapter 5. 
It should be noted that short names also appear in translations not meant 
for the stage. For example, Naishangde (賴桑德）for Lysander and Hailunna 
(海倫娜） for Helena in A Midsummer Nighfs Dream by Liang Shiqiu, and 
Panjiruo (潘濟諾）for Panthino in The Two Gentlemen ofVerona also by Liang. 
But these short names appear in an inconsistent fashion (both in length and in 
style) in comparison with the majority of long, transliterated names and names 
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translated with obvious Westem flavour in the translated texts concerned. This 
shows that the translator, who was not translating for the stage, was not 
conscientious enough of making the names shorter and more pronounceable as 
required for stage performance. 
3.3 Translation ofNames ofCharacters in Six Comedies 
Having compared between translating character names for the stage and 
doing so not for such purpose, we in this section compare further the translation 
of character names among the six plays themselves so as to better identify the 
factors that influence the translator's choice of strategies of handling such 
translation. 
3,3.1 The Comedy of Errors 










Though the translated names retain some Westem flavour，the translator did 
observe the Chinese way of naming in respect to the number of syllables used for 
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these names. In fact，all names in this Cantonese production contain two to four 
syllables. 
In addition，the translator seemed to have taken into account the ease of 
pronunciation ofthese names in Cantonese, a factor as mentioned before that is 
important for stage performance. A prominent example is the names ofthe two 
pairs oftwins in the play, as shown below: 
Antipholus of Ephesus 大安提福 
Antipholus of Syracuse 小安提福 
Dromio ofEphesus 大仲米奧 
Dromio ofSyracuse 小仲米奧 
Instead ofdifferentiating the twins by the places they are from as the original does， 
the identification by tai (大）（senior) and siu (小）（junior) renders effective and 
simple and has avoided possible confusion and difficulty which other translations 
such as Aifeisuosizhi Antifulesi (哀非索斯之安提孚勒斯）（Antipholus of 
Ephesus) and Xilajiusizhi Deluomfou (西拉鳩斯之德婁米歐）（Dromio of 
Syracuse) by Liang Shiqiu would have caused to the actors and the audience. 
This identification by tai (大）(senior) and siu (小）Gunior) also conforms with the 
Chinese custom in differentiating between ages，between ranks and between 
status. 
3.3.2 The Two Gentlemen ofVerona 
A much stronger Chinese flavour in the translated names is observed here 
and all the names contain no more than three syllables, probably as a direct result 
ofthe change of settings from Verona and Milan in Italy in the original to Canton 
in the warlords-reigned China in the Cantonese version. Traces of phonological 
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translation, however, can still be found where a careful choice of the Chinese 
characters for the translated names is observed so that the names appear to be 












Further, the Chinese way of naming is maintained based on these "weak" 
transliterations. For example, the father ofProteus {Pao Chunsi,包晉仕）in the 
play is Antonio, which is translated as Pao Yuntong (包潤棠),thus sharing the 
same translated family name Pao (包）with Proteus, despite the fact that no 
family name is mentioned in the original The advantage of such treatment is of 
theatrical practicality, i.e. the Chinese audience can easily identify the kinship 
between Antonio and Proteus. 
Translated names like Saibut (洗筆）for Speed and Siuwa (小娃）for 
Silvia, in my view, contribute more to the characterization. The name 洗筆 
literally means "to wash pens". It helps characterize Speed as a servant to 
Valentine in that his duties which may weU include washing pens for his master. 
Likewise, the translation of Silvia as 小娃，which means "child", helps portray the 
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character - the beautiful daughter to the Duke who is a delicate, sweet and much 
adored "baby" in the eyes ofher father as well as her suitors. 
3,3.3 A Midsummer Night,s Dream 
A kaleidoscopic spectrum of strategies seems to be at work in the 
translation of the characters' names in this play and all names contain no more 
than three syllables，as illustrated below: 
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IV. Renaming - best illustrated by the comparison below where the 
right-hand column is the original and the left-hand column the translator's 
creations: 
Bottom - a weaver 逼迫桶(Barrel) - a fishmonger 
Flute _ a bellows-mender 薄皮(Thin-skin) — a tinker 
Quince _ a carpenter 白字（Error) — a street calligraphist 
Snout - a tinker _2KPit-filling) — a bricklayer 
Snug - a joiner 荀口（Joint) - a carpenter 
Starveling - a tailor 軟尺（Tape-measure) — a tailor 
To comment on the above, transliteration seems to have played a less 
dominant part in the translation of names in this play. Even those transliterated 
names have a strong Chinese flavour. There is only a handfiil ofnames that are of 
semantic translation. They are seen mainly with the names of Titania's fairies (as 
listed above). The reason for this is that the original names are semantically 
meaningful in their own right and they make sense only when rendered 
semantically. Combination of phonological and semantic translations, as we 
mentioned before, mainly serve the purpose of characterization, as is seen in such 
names as 費樂士（Philostrate)，不羈（Puck)，艾爵儒（Egeus),香蠻 O^ermia) 
and 黑豹女(Hippolyta). As we already commented on 費樂士,不羈 and 香蠻 
in section 3.1, it suffices for us to say a few more words about 艾爵儒 and 黑豹 
女 here. In the play, Egeus is "a conservative old man，akin to the 'Confucian 
scholar' in the bad (pedantic) sense" (as given by the translator himsetf in his 
unpubUshed Translator's Notes). His Chinese name Ai Cheukyu (艾爵儒），where 
Ai is the family name and Cheukyu the first name, literally means "a duke and 
Confucian scholar named A f \ which, according to the translator (Chan 1992, 
"On the Adaptation", unpublished), describes the character (in both Chinese and 
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English) as being "an old-fashioned and pedantic elderly lord (保守長者近「儒」而 
趨向「腐儒」的「迂」）".As for Hippolyta, Queen of Amazons, the translated 
name Hak Powlui (黑豹女，女兒國女帝),meaning "black-leopard woman, the 
Queen of the Female Kingdom", creates an image of a proud, wild and strong-
willed female ruler of a kingdom. Thus the Cantonese rendering of these two 
names helps portray the characters in the play. 
Lastly, the created names echo the changes made in the Cantonese 
production of the play. For example. Quince's profession is changed from 
carpenter in the original to street calligraphist in the Cantonese production. He is 
the leader of the group and director of the amateur play "Pyramus and Thisbe" 
which is to be performed at the wedding ofTheseus and Hippolyta. The function 
of their play and their rehearsal is to provide comic relief (to the audience). 
Therefore, Baizi, meaning "lexical errors"(白字）are expected in order to make 
gags, hence the translated name. 
3.3.4 As You Like It 
Most ofthe translated names are of no more than two syllables. Many of 
them seem to possess a flavour of the minority cultures in Northern China. This 
may be attributed to the fact that most of the characters in the Cantonese 
production being Chinese minority people living in the Kazakhstan Highlands of 
northem China.3 Names that are phonologically influenced by the originals are 
obviously observable such as: 
3 Incidentally, the original |day also contains a handfW of genuine French names like 
Jaques, Amiens, Le Beau and De Boys (i.e. the family name of the three brothers, Oliver, Jaques 
and Orlando). Agnes Latham (1975: lxviii) in her Introduction to the Arden edition ofAs You 
Like It notes: "Shakespeare is responsible for Amiens，Le Beau and De Boys, all genuine French 
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(Duke) Frederick 霍達利(侯） 
Hymen 阿售 
Jaques 扎克/銶哲 
Le Beau 力保 








Though these names may still be considered as examples of transliteration or a 
combination of transliteration and semantic translation, simplification was 
deliberated to such an extent that they are readily accepted as Chinese names. 
Obvious candidates are those assisted with diminutivization and reduplication. 
The former is with 阿田（Adam)，阿丹（Dennis),阿珠（Audrey) and 莉兒 
(Celia) where a "diminutive-marker" such as 阿 or 兒 is used, and the latter is 
with the name 菲菲(Phebe). Both enhance the Chinese flavour，hence the 
accessibility, of these names. 
Those names in which the semantic translation plays a bigger part lend 
help to the characterization, such as 柴魯（€^&368),安民（Amiens)，銶哲 
names. There was a family named De Boys at Weston-in-Arden in the middle ages, and Sisson 
has found the name in London in Shakespeare's time." 
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(Jaques),馬塔塔主持(Sir Oliver Martext) and 樂詩([108&此办 We have already 
discussed the function ofcharacterization of some of these names in section 3.1 
and shall not repeat it here, except for a few words for 馬塔塔主持（Sir Oliver 
Martext) and 樂詩 OlosaKnd). In f a c t ,馬塔塔主持 is a typical functional 
translation in which 主持 means "priest", so that the occupation of Sir Oliver 
Martext, a country priest, is brought out by the translated name to the TL 
audience. The optimistic, brave and sophisticated heroine of the play, Rosalind, is 
portrayed by the translated name 樂詩 which literally means "joy and poetry". 
Other names such &8大事通通（Touchstone),卡奴（Corin),草維爾 
(Silvius),逝南無忌（Ganymede) and 可憐奴奴（AUena) also contribute to the 
portrayal ofthe characters they represent. Kalo�~^tX) & — 0 « ? ^ « >汉（草維 
爾),two shepherds in the Kazakhstan Highlands, may remind the audience ofthe 
nomadic people often so named along the northern frontier. Taisitongtong (大事 
通通）sounds rather amusing in Cantonese and fits the role of the character, the 
clown in the play whose job is to provide comic relief to the audience. We have 
already discussed ―南無忌(Ganymede) and 可憐奴奴(Aliena) in section 3.1. 
3.3.5 Twelfth Night 
Names of characters in this play are，in comparison with the other five 
plays, most thoroughly rendered into authentic Chinese names in concord with its 
setting in ancient Canton in the Tang Dynasty. For example: 
Antonio 況東洋 
(Sir) Andrew Augecheek 尉遲岸沒(公子） 










Viola (Cesario) 摘蘭(石沙鷗） 
On close examination, traces of transliteration are still very 
observable. Strictly speaking, all these renderings (except 吉慶 - Feste) are 
products of a combination of semantic and phonological translation, which to 
some extent help with the characterization. For instance,鮑黃鼙（員夕和）（(Sir) 
Toby Belch), in which Pao (鮑)(phonological equivalent to Belch) is the 
surname name and Topei (冤鼙）(a phonological equivalent to Toby) the first 
name. But Topei (黃鼙）is a homonym of Topei (肚皮=belly) in Cantonese, 
hence implicating the clownish character. Similar is to 尉遲岸沙（公子）（(Sir) 
Andrew Augecheek)，where Watchi (尉遲）the surname name and Onjek (岸沙） 
the first name, homonymizing Onjek (戆直==bhmt and tactless) in Cantonese, 
hence also portraying the character. 
The translation ofthe names of the twin brother and sister，Sebastian and 
Viola (who also uses the name Cesario) is worth noting too. All three names are 
translated with the same surname, Le.石，with the first names being 蕙蘭 
(orchid),茵亭（palm pavilion) and、沙鷗（seagull) respectively. Notice that the 
character 石 is pronounced as shek in Cantonese, hence the phonological 
resemblance to the first syllable in Sebastian and Cesario. 
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3.3.6 The Tempest 
With the futuristic setting of the play，the character names in this 
Cantonese production retain a strong Westem flavour，though shortened to fit 













Though short as typical Chinese names, the above-listed names are no 
Chinese semantically as the combination of the characters in each name does not 
make sense as a Chinese name usually does. But, precisely because of the short 
length ofthese names, they may not, firstly, present much difficulty for the actors 
to pronounce and，secondly, for the audience to accept as references for the 
characters (in the limited period oftime ofperformance). Thus the uniformity and 
consistency we observe in the shortening of the translated names in this play, 
obviously an effort ofthe translators，may have helped achieve the goal oflashing 
out a good stage performance. 
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3.4 Conclusion 
We have observed two themes parallel to each other in the above 
discussion of the translation of names of characters in dramatic texts. The first 
theme is between translating the character names for stage performance and doing 
so for the purpose of reading and literary studies. The second theme is the choice 
ofstrategies between pure transliteration on the one end and renaming or creation 
on the other end of a continuum of translation strategies. The observable link 
between the first and the second theme is that the translator for the stage often 
opts for strategies other than pure transliteration such as semantic translation, the 
combination of semantic translation and transliteration, and renaming. All of the 
non-transliteration strategies help portray the characters of a play, as we have 
seen the examples of name translation in the six comedies under the current 
investigation. Even when the translator for the stage employs the method of 
transliteration, he modifies or shortens the translated names to the extent that 
these names will be first，easy to pronounce on stage and secondly, easy to be 
recognized by the audience. At times, the "meaning" and connotations a modified 
transliterated name carries that contribute to the characterization can also be 
suggested and reaUzed by its translaiteration, rather than exclusively by the lexical 
meanings ofthe translated name, Examples are names in As You Like It such as 
Taisitongtong (大事通通二10口(?&810�6), Kalo (卡奴=€orin) and ck^aiyee (草 
維爾=81妨此).This is evidently demonstrated by the translated names of the six 
plays. 
However, the decision for adopting a particular strategy seems to be a 
compUcated one. Li the context ofHong Kong theatre and the Chinese culture in 
general, the pattern of authentic Chinese naming appears to be a definite factor 
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that influences the translator's decision, as we have seen in the translated 
nomenclature of all the six plays. But it is the area which needs further research 
to better identify other factors that operate in the process of translating 
characters' names in dramatic texts, especially when the texts are meant for stage 
performance. 
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In this chapter, we analyze the translation of the songs in five 
Cantonese productions, i.e. the six plays concerned minus The Comedy of 
Errors which contains no songs. The aim of the analysis is to establish 
whether and to what extent songs that serve certain dramatic functions in the 
originals have retained the same functions in the translated products. The role 
ofvarious translation strategies in retaining these functions is also discussed. 
4.0 Songs as a Dramatic Device in Shakespeare's Comedies 
The use ofinstrumental and vocal music in English drama reached 
its prime in the Elizabethan age (see Noble 1966; Seng 1967; Long 1977; 
Latham 1989). Shakespeare, the greatest playwright of the Elizabethan age 
and, arguably, in the English dramatic history, employs music and songs 
extensively and delicately in his dramatic works.i To be brief, the use of 
songs in drama is an aid or dramatic device that helps: (a) intensify the impact 
ofthe language; (b) develop action and plot; (c) enhance the characterization; 
(d) create appropriate settings and atmosphere; (e) reinforce certain themes 
and leitmotifs in the plays; and (f) amuse and entertain the audience.2 
Moreover, songs used as a dramatic device also help solve technical problems 
1 It has been noted in the Norton Anthology ofEnglish Literature, Vol. 1 (1986: 
867) that Shakespeare's "plays contain some of the finest songs ever written. They are of 
various types: the aubade, or morning song, the gay pastoral invitation, love songs of 
various kinds, the ballad sung by wandering minstrels, and the ftmeral dirge. They 
illustrate many sides of Shakespeare's genius _ his incomparable lyric gift，his ready humor, 
and his marvelous sensitivity to the sights and sounds of English life, especiaUy the life of 
thecountry." 
2 The list is not exhaustive but is relevant to us in this thesis. 
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in stage production where songs cover the sound of stage machinery and 
indicate a lapse oftime as well as off-stage action (Long 1977: ix). In cases 
where off-stage action is essential to the development and understanding of 
the plot，songs can be used a convenient means of deus ex machina. 
Examples are readily found in the six Shakespeare's comedies 
being studied in this thesis to illustrate the dramatic functions of songs that are 
mentioned in the last paragraph. To begin with，there are brilliant examples 
showing that songs are used to portray and delineate characters. In As You 
Like It, Amiens' passion for a peaceful pastoral life and Jaques' cynical humour 
are well manifested in their songs��Under th  greenwood tree: "Blow, blow, 
thou winter wincT as well as "What shall he have that killed the deer��, Duke 
Orsino's lovesick is suggested by the melancholic and moumful songs he 
listens to in Twelfth Night. In the same play, lusty songs are assigned to Sir 
Toby and Feste in order to highlight the conviviality and playfulness of the 
two characters. In A Midsummer Night's Dream songs are also used to 
differentiate two groups of characters, the fairies and the Athenians. The 
grace and airiness of the fairies are portrayed by soothing dance songs, 
whereas crude music and songs accompany those worldly mortals such as 
Bottom and his fellows. 
The use of songs to help create appropriate settings and 
atmosphere is seen both in The Tempest and in A Midsummer Night's Dream. 
In the former case, songs are associated with Ariel and Prospero in a 
supernatural environment, and in the latter case with the appearances of the 
fairies. Likewise, a rustic, pastoral setting is delineated by songs for the Forest 
of Arden in As You Like It and songs also evoke a carefree mood and conjure 
up a woodland on a bare stage in this play. Furthermore, songs in this play 
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pointedly create a melancholic atmosphere for the lovesick Duke Orsino and a 
festive and joyful atmosphere for the rowdy drinking scene. 
Examples of the use of songs in plot development and the 
forwarding of action can be found in The Tempest, A Midsummer Night's 
Dream in The Two Gentlemen of Verona. In The Tempest, it is Ariel's song 
！ 
that has brought Miranda and Ferdinand to each other, and it is also Ariel's 
song that consoles and pacifies Ferdinand, who is mouming the "death" ofhis 
father in the ship wreck. Ariel's song restores peace to the mind ofFerdinand 
and prepares him for the encounter with Miranda. In A Midsummer Nighfs 
Dream, the fairies' songs possess a hypnotizing and magical effect, which 
facilitates a smooth transition from scenes to scenes and ensures a 
convincingly spontaneous shift between the world of the fairies and that ofthe 
mortals. Without the songs. Puck would not have had the chance to play his 
tricks on the other characters, and the development of plot would have 
become difficult, if not impossible. In The Two Gentlemen of Verona, 
Proteus's infidelity and perfidy are revealed to Julia when she hears the song 
he sings to Silvia. A dramatic irony is also created in this scene when Julia is 
listening to her lover's songs of which the lyrics praise and flatter another 
woman. 
Examples of songs being employed to indicate a lapse oftime and 
thus aid a smooth transition between scenes and settings are found in As You 
Like h, the transition of scenes in Act II (from Scene V to VII) is permeated 
and introduced by songs sung by Amiens and Jaques. The leitmotif of man's 
ingratitude and ruthlessness, even more unbearable than the tough weather in 
the wild Forest of Arden, is reinforced by Amiens' song "Bhw，blow, thou 
winter wincT in the play. As Latham (1989: xxiv) remarks, the songs "dwell 
very forcefiilly upon the cares from which the singers have freed themselves, 
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twice repeating the theme ofthe banished Duke's introductory speech. Rough 
weather is a welcome relief from the insincerity and treachery of court life. It 
is true that we have not actually seen much feigned friendship or ingratitude. 
It is the songs that establish it as a theme in the play." The characters' passion 
for a rustic, pastoral environment in the Forest of Arden is also revealed and 
reinforced by Amiens' songs "Under the greermood tree" and "What shall he 
have that killed the deer?�� 
In fact, the use of songs to denote a lapse of time is significant in 
As You Like It since it is "a play to which it was particularly important to 
impart a feeling of time passing and life going on, of the world wagging, 
rather than of violent happenings" (Latham 1989: xxiv). Thus, in this play, 
"BZow，blow, thou winter wiruf and Hymen's choral song are used to fill the 
time while the characters on the stage are recounting to one another their 
adventures which the audience has already known. The passage of time 
between Orlando's prpmise to retum to Rosalind "at two o'clock" and his 
failure to keep that promise is denoted by the song "What shall he have that 
killed the deer?”. Again, the song "It was a lover and his lass��also uggests 
a lapse oftime before Rosalind reveals her identity to the others，which she 
promised at Act V Scene II Line 113 to do "to-morrow". 
4.1 The Translation of Songs in Five Comedies 
Having discussed the dramatic functions of songs in Shakespeare's 
comedies in general, we in this section examine the degree to which the 
translated songs in five Cantonese productions of his comedies (i.e. except 
The Comedy ofErrors which contains no songs) have retained the functions in 
question in the original plays. The role of various translation strategies in 
retaining these fiinctions will also be discussed where appropriate. 
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4.1.1 The Two Gentlemen ofVerona 
As one of Shakespeare's earliest plays. The Two Gentlemen of 
I Verona has a comparatively simple structure with a conventional plot 
involving the fortunes oftwo pairs oflovers - Proteus and Julia, Valentine and 
I 
Silvia. The only song in the play Who is Silvia?, as cited below, is sung by 
Proteus to Silvia (W, ii, 39-53): 3 
Who is Silvia? what is she? 
That all our Swaines commend her? 
Holy, faire, and wise is she, 
The heaven such grace did lend her, 
that she might admired be. 
Is she kinde as she is faire? 
For beauty lives with kindnesse: 
Love doth to her eyes repaire’ 
To helpe him of his hlindnesse : 
And heinghelp'd, inhabits there. 
Then to Silvia, let us sing. 
That Silvia is excelling; 
She excels each mortall thing 
Upon the dull earth dwelling. 
To herlet us Garlands bring. 
The song has basically two dramatic functions. First, it helps forward the 
action by providing Julia an opportunity to discover the infidelity of Proteus. 
The song rightfully introduces Julia to the scene among the principals in Milan 
where she finds Proteus and at the same time his perfidy QSIoble 1966:42-43). 
Furthermore, the song offers a way by which Proteus could be distinguished 
from the other musicians so that Julia's following remarks with the Host, in 
which she refers Proteus as "the musician" (TV, ii, 53), will have a well-
defined target (Long 1977: 57). 
Secondly, it intensifies the impact of the language on two scenes. 
First, it underscores the word play on music between the Host and Julia that 
3 Text reproducedfrom FoHo (1623). 
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immediately follows the song. The impact on Julia of Proteus's perfidy is 
I made more poignant by the consort piece of music. This word play on music 
{ provides one meaning for the Host, another for the audience, so that it would 
j 
i be possible for Julia to express her grief to the Host, to whom the meaning 
I 
I 
I behind her words is hardly intelligible, while she can remain unrecognized, 
i 
Secondly, the song creates a two-fold irony that Julia's discovery ofher lover's 
unfaithfulness as the extravagant words of flattery and praise in the song are 
I directed at another lady. This effect is carried over to both the word play on 
music between the Host and Julia and the one between Julia and Lucetta in 
j 
Act 1，in which they discuss a love letter from Proteus in terms ofmusic (I，ii， 
79-89). 
The Cantonese version ofthe song is divided into two parts, with 
the first part sung by Thurio (周維岳)，and the second by Proteus (包晉仕). 
The first part equates the first five lines of the original song and the second 
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Because ofthe two-part division, the translation retains to a lesser degree the 
first dramatic function of the original song mentioned earlier. This is due to 
the assumption that the impact ofProteus' infidelity on Julia in the translated 
play would be less than that in the original play because of the cut-length of 
this song that Proteus sang to praise Silvia and that at the same showed his 
unfaithfulness to Julia. 
The second dramatic function ofthe original song is retained better 
by the translation. Here, apart from having the same dramatic effect on 
relevant scenes ofthe play as the original song does, further effect is evident 
in that it delineates the clumsy and incompetent pumpkin roller Thurio by 
casting a sharp (language) contrast between him and Proteus. As we see 
above, the first part of the translated song is more like a caricature than a 
proper love song to woo a lady. The t e r m �格己冷」，m e a n i n g "we 
folks/fellow" or "my/our folks/fellow", is out of place, yet serves the purpose 
well to portray Thurio as a clodhopping fool.4 For the Hong Kong audience， 
the t e r m � 格 己 冷 � i s not foreign, since it has been widely adopted by the 
locals since the 1980s when a Chaozhou dialect-speaking dramatispersonce 
was made a popular stereotype of a clodhopping fool in Hong Kong-made 
films. In view ofthe connotations the t e r m �格己冷� e v o k e s in the mind of 
the audience, it helps delineate the character ofThurio. However, apart from 
helping with the comic effect and characterization in the play, the insertion of 
the t e r m � 格 己 冷 � m fact makes the first two lines of the Cantonese 
translation an inaccurate rendering of the English original "Who is Silvia? 
what is she? That all our Swaines commend her?" (see footnote 4). In 
4 「格己冷」，meaning "we foUis/feUow" or "my/our foUis/fellow", is from the 
Chaozhou (潮州）dialect，which would hardly make any sense in the context of the first 
instance. Apparently, this term is employed here to enhance the comic effect as well as to 
intensify the character delineation of Thurio (周維岳)，who has been portrayed as a 
bumbling coimtry bumpkin that acts as a foil to the two "gentlemen", Proteus and Valentine. 
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addition, the extravagant but rather cliche lyrics of the original that renders the 
song a caricature ^ are matched by the hackneyed colloquial terms offlattery 
in Cantonese slangs, such as 觀音（a Chinese goddess),頂呱呱（tip-top) and 
、波霸(busty). In a locaUzed translation of the play, the term “觀音“is an 
acceptable icon in the Chinese culture for kindness, hoUness and grace 
described in the original (lines 3-7). On the contrary, the colloquial term "波 
霸“（busty)，with apparently sexual connotation to the Hong Kong audience, 
renders an unnecessary interpolation of the translator. Though the term is 
used in the song to intensify or echo “秋波“(bright eyes of a beautiful woman) 
in the Une “妳的秋波堪稱波霸"（meaning "your bright eyes are the most 
beautiful in the world"), the bawdy associations of the term interpreted as 
"busty" appears far more obvious to the local audience. Since there is no such 
idea of Silvia being "busty" in the original, therefore, the last four lines are not 
quite translated. 
To summarize，the translation of the song Who is Silvia? retains 
one dramatic function ofthe original better than the other. Namely, it portrays 
well the character Thurio but fails to do so well in helping with the 
development of the plot involving Julia's plight. This is probably due to the 
fact that the translation is more of a paraphrase and caricature than a faithfUl 
semantic transfer of the original. 
4.1.2 A Midsummer Nighfs Dream 
There are three songs in this play. The first two songs by the fairies 
and Bottom are employed to aid the characterization to forward the action or 
5 To use Nobles's words (1966: 42)，"it had to be capable of affecting JuUa with 
grief, and yet it had not to have quality sufficient to transform Thurio's folly into wisdom. 
All tiiese offices it fuMlls, for, while it lacks the 'serviceable vows' advised by Proteus, it 
contains all the barefaced flattery, decked out with pretty dainty phrases, characteristic of 
conventional poetical compliment." 
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I plot development. The third and last song by aU the actors is to create a joyful 
j 
I atmosphere for the play's happy ending. 
The first song that appears in the play is the lullaby Titania's fairies 
(II, ii, 9-24) sing upon her request which induces Titania to sleep, making it 
possible for Oberon and Puck to cast the spell over her so that the 
supernatural magic and enchantment in the play is heightened. It is cited 
below: 6 
Fairies sing 
You spotted Snakes, with double tongue, 
Thorny Hedgehogges he not seene, 
Newts and blinde wormes do not wrong, 
Come not mere our Fairy Queene. 
Philomele, with melody. 
Sing in our sweet Lullaby, 
Lulla, lulla, lullaby, lulla, lulla, lullaby, 
Never harme, nor spell, nor charme, 
Come our lovely lady nigh. 
So good night, with lullaby. 
L Fai. Weaving Spiders come not heere: 
Hence you long legd Spinners, hence: 
Beetles blacke approach not mere: 
Worme nor snail doe no offence. 
Philomele with melody, &c. 
2. Fai. Hence away: now all is well: 
One aloofe, stand Centinell 
The first stanza (II, ii, 9-18) ofthe song is marked to be sung by all fairies and 
the second and third stanza (II, ii，19-23 & II, ii, 24-25) by the first and second 
fairy respectively in the stage direction. 
The Cantonese version of the song，however, has apparently a 
different arrangement where the first and third stanza are sung by the first fairy 
and the second stanza by aU the fairies, as cited below (Chan 1988): 
仙子一•厂舌尖開叉花斑蛇兒， 
6 Text reproduced from the First Quarto (1600). 
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Apart from the different singing arrangement, the Cantonese translation is a 
faithful rendering ofthe original in the sense that lines are literally translated 
with obvious attention paid to the rhyme scheme. This is probably due to the 
fact that there is no culturally specific items or concepts in the original 
lullaby,7 so that the translator could render the song in such a truthful fashion 
that it fulfills the dramatic function assigned to its original, i.e. the function to 
induce Titania to sleep so as to forward action on stage for developing the 
plot further. The rhyming patterns such as “避-皮-地"，“谷-曲-瀆-福”，“來-
,_害"and “成-兵“also make the translation sound like an authentic lullaby. 
In contrast to this harmonious and soothing lullaby, the noisy song 
sung by Bottom with a far-from-angelic voice (HI, i, 128-131, 133-136) 
wakes the fairy queen up. The main dramatic function of Bottom's song, 
which draws "humour from the contrast between the airy Titania and the 
earthy Bottom" (Long 1977:91), is to portray this clumsy and clownish 
7 Such as birds, animals, plants or fruits so native to England that they may be 
foreign to the Hong Kong audience. A.C. Ward (1966: lxxviii) notes that the play "has 
more references to English flowers, plants, crops, trees, fruits, and birds than any other 
single play by Shakespeare." 
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I 
character and to stress the contrast between the airy, dainty Titania and the 
boorish, rustic Bottom. The song is cited below: 8-9 
i 
! 
The Woosell cock, so blacke of hewe， 
With Orange tccwny bill. 
The Throstle, with his note so true, 
The Wren, with little quill 
Titania: {Awaking^ What angel wakes me from my flowery bed? 
Bottom: [*^ >/炉] The Fynch, the Sparrowe, and the Larke, 
The plainsong Cuckow gray: 
Whose note, full many a man doth marke， 
And dares not answere, nay. 
for, indeed, who would set his wit to so foolish a bird? 
Who would give a bird the lie, though he cry 'cuckoo' 
never so? 














Unlike the fairies, lullaby, there are several culturally specific items and 
concepts in Bottom's song, which is "to secure the most humorous scenes" 
8 There is no musical accompaniment for this song in the Cantonese stage 
performance by the Chung Ying Theatre Company in 1988 either. 
9 Text reproduced from the First Quarto (1600). 
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(Moore 1916: 83).io Among those items or concepts，the most important one 
is "cuckow" (cuckoo). It is a pun, from which the main humour ofthe song is 
derived. The pun denotes, first, the cuckoo's name and its call sound like the 
word "cuckold"; secondly it refers to a favorite Elizabethanjoke about wives 
who were unfaithful to their husbands (Ward 1966: 66). Because the 
effectiveness ofthe pun relies on the connotations associated with the English 
perception of the word "cuckoo", the translator is here confronted with the 
difficulty caused by cultural differences. If a literal rendering of "cuckoo", i.e. 
“布穀（鳥)"，is used, it hardly evokes the same set of connotations in the 
English culture to the Chinese audience. 
In dealing with the pun on "cuckoo" and "cuckold", the translator 
made a very tactful move by replacing "cuckoo" with "turtledove"(斑鳩).” 
This replacement, instead ofdestroying the original wordplay，creates its own 
by making reference to the Chinese idiom “鶴巢鳩佔"，which means "a 
turtledove seizes the nest ofamagpie" and which implicates a unfaithfiil wife 
or a deceived husband" (see footnote 11). It thus saves the original pun from 
being lost in the linguistic transfer and creates a wordplay for the sake of the 
translation. The translator further intensifies the effect of the wordplay by 
employing the slang “溝“(to flirt), a homonym of "鳩"(turtledove) in 
10 Quoted in Seng (1967: 33). 
11 There is actually a subtle twist of meaning between "cuckooK:uckold" m 
English and "(斑）鳩”(101^64076) in the Chinese idiom “鶴巢鳩佔".Seng (1967: 35) 
remarks:"The name [cuckold] is supposedly derived from the cuckoo's custom oflaying its 
eggs in another bird's nest; but in English the name is always applied to the husband ofthe 
unfaithful wife, not to her lover." In Chinese，however, in “鶴巢鳩佔"，the name “斑鳩“ 
refers to the person who seizes another person's property or displaces the person in the 
affection of his wife. Thus, when we relate “鶴巢鳩佔“to cuckoldry,“鹏“is the lover of 
the unfaithful wife, rather than the deceived husband O i^teraUy, the idiom “鶴巢鳩佔“ 
means "the turtledove occupies the magpie's nest，" which is always used to refer to one 
person's place or land (the magpie's nest) being seized, unlawfully or immoraUy, by another 
person (the turtledove)). 
12 The word "溝"in colloquial Cantonese is generaUy considered to be rather 
bawdy and vulgar, which covers a range of meanings from "to flirt" to "to have sexual 
intercourse with somebo^r." Thepunon ••鶴巢鳩佔"and"溝"isfaciUtatednotontyby 
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Cantonese, to form another pun or double entendre on “斑鳩“(turtledove) 
and ”戆鳩“（so foolish a bird).13 With these additions, the translated song may 
appear vulgar and therefore portrays the character more than the original song 
intended to. But it may not be altogether inappropriate for Bottom, the earthy 
rustic, to crack ajoke to the fairy queen. So we may say the dramatic fiinction 
ofthe original song is fulfilled in its translated counterpart. 
The last song in the play appears in the ending scene (V, ii, 31-50) 
and precedes Puck's epi logue . i4 We cite it as follows: 
The Song 
Now untill the hreake ofday, 
Through this house each fairy stray. 
To the best Bride-bed will we, 
Which by us shall blessed be: 
And the issue there create, 
Ever shall be fortunate: 
So shall all the couples three. 
Ever true in loving be: 
And the blots of Natures hand, 
Shall not in their issue stand. 
Never mole, harelip, nor scarre, 
Nor marke prodigious, such as are 
Despised in Nativitie, 
Shall upon their children be. 
With thisfield dew consecrate， 
Every fairy take his gait. 
And each several chamber blesse, 
the two characters'(“溝“and “鳩“）being homonym to each other, but also by their 
connotations to cuckoldry (see footnote 10 and 11; c.f.你老婆俾人「溝」二 someone has 
an affair with yom* wife). 
13 The term "W%" (literally, "fooHsh turtledove") sounds very much Hke a four-
letter-word in Cantonese. In the stage performance, these lines are supposed to be spoken 
out fast, thus, it is very likely that the audience would misunderstand the term as the four-
letter-word I wonder if this is an intended confusion the translator attempts to strike the 
audience 
14 This song is from a passge whose vaUdity of being a song has aroused 
different opinions among scholars and critics. There is, however, a consensus that it serves 
as a dramatic device in the play to "symbolize the concord arising from the settlement of the 
fairy quarrel, and to foreshadow the resulting harmony between the mortals" Ox>ng 1977: 
101). 
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Through this Pallace with sweet peace, 
Ever shall in Safety rest’ 
And the owner of it blest. 
Trip away; make no stay; 
Meet me all by breake of day. 
The dramatic function of this song is to create a joyful or even rapturous 
atmosphere to all in the play as well as to the audience, as is often the case 
with songs sung by all actors in Shakespeare's comedies. 
The Cantonese version of The Song was spoken, rather than sung, 
against music by Oberon alone in the actual stage performance, despite the 
direction that "all sing and dance in the lead ofOberon"(敖領眾歌舞).We 
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As we see, the translation remains very faithful, both in meaning as well as in 
its couplet form, to the original, despite the translator's claim that his 
Cantonese version to be an "adaptation" to the o r i g i n a l ” But in my view, 
there is an inclination towards translation than adaptation. The reason for this 
is that the same setting and background are applied to the Cantonese 
production as they are to the original. Just as in the English original, the 
Cantonese production is set against a setting in ancient Greece (in Athens and 
a Wood near it).i6 We will return to this issue later in chapter 5. Precisely 
because ofbeing a faithful rendering ofthe original, the Cantonese translation 
as cited above ought to serve weU its dramatic function as creating the 
rapturous atmosphere at the point of the song's performance. But, as said 
above, because the song was spoken against music rather than sung by aU the 
actors at the scene, it might not have achieved the same dramatic effect as the 
original. This issue, however, is beyond the scope of translation. 
To sum up, the three translated songs have all fulfilled the dramatic 
functions of their originals, particularly the second one which preserves the 
English pun "cuckoo" so well in Cantonese that it portrays the character 
Bottom comically to the audience. The reason for such success is probably 
that the messages in all the songs were rendered faithfully while at the same 
time culturally unfamiliar elements for the TL audience such as the pun on 
"cuckoo-cuckoldry" were dexterously replaced by appropriate Chinese terms. 
The registers of the language being used in the three translated songs vary 
15 I boldly regard the Cantonese version of A Midsummer Night's Dream《仲夏 
夜之魘》 a s an "Adaptationn^ranslation" because of the two reasons below: i) The 
translator, Mr. Rupert Chan, includes in his manuscript an useful preface entitled "About 
the Adaptation"(改編方向)；ii) In the house programme of the stage performance ofthe 
play by the Chung Ying Theatre Company in 1988, Mr. Chan was known as the 
"Translator/Adaptor"__^). 
16 This is stated in the house programme as follows: "Athens is a military-
govemed city anywhere in your imagination. The imagination or fantasy world of the 
Athenians themselves is the forest at night" 
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according to the characters to whom these songs are assigned. The first and 
the last songs are sung by the fairies and Oberon respectively, in other words， 
the immortal characters of the play. The language of the the translation of 
these two songs is relatively more written and literary than the one sung by 
Bottom, the rustic mortal whose song is translated with vulgar and colloquial 
diction. Such distinction in the translation between the two groups of songs 
is appropriate since it contributes to differentiate the two groups of characters, 
the mortals and the immortals. 
4.1.3 As You Like It 
There are five songs in this play, two sung by Amiens, the gifted 
amateur singer and poet,i7 and the rest by Jaques, the foresters and Hymen 
respectively. The intensive use of songs in the play is generally believed to be 
influenced by a widely recognized source - a prose novel by Thomas Lodge, 
Rosalynde, or Euphues' Golden Legacy (1590) in which there are seven songs 
in total which have been spaced at intervals throughout the book. The impact 
of Rosalynde on As You Like It, however，is not only limited to the quantity 
of songs in the play but also the emphasis placed on them by means of scene 
frames, i.e. the dramatic functions that the songs are to serve in the play. 
The songs in As You Like It serve two major dramatic functions 
throughout the play. The first one is to convey "colour of scene and sense of 
atmosphere to make good the lack of the assistance of a scene painter in 
appealing to the imagination ofan audience" O^oble 1966:72)，and the second 
one to underscore the plot development more than to the actual forwarding of 
17 Noble (1966: 72) points out that Amiens' "two songs are …both extremely 
important in the history of EngUsh dramatic song, for they are the first wherein the 
temperament ofthe singer is reflected in the lyric." 
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action, since the plot of the play is lazy and only moves by violent fits and 
starts {ihid,), Other secondary functions will be stated when we discuss 
individual songs below. 
The first song in the play,��Under the greenwood tree" (Act H 
Scene V Lines 1-8, 40-47, 52-59), is sung by Amiens and is used to establish 
and locate the Arcadian setting in the play. In addition, the song introduces 
briefly to the audience the two interesting characters in the play，Amiens, the 
gifted amateur singer，and Jaques, the cynic. Besides, the song fills an interval 
oftime while the banquet ofthe Duke is being prepared on stage. The song is 
cited as follows: 
Song 18 
Under the greene wood tree, 
who loves to lye with mee， 
And tume his merrie Note, 
unto the sweetBirds throte: 
Come hither, come hither, come hither: 
Heere shall he see no enemie, 
But Winter and rough Weather. […] 
Song - Altogether heere. 
Who doth ambition shunne, 
and loves to live i' th Sunne: 
Seeking the food he eates, 
andpleas,d with what he gets: 
Come hither, come hither, come hither, 
Heere shall he see. & c. […] 
Amy. Thus it goes. {Singy^ 
18 Text reproduced from the Folio (1623). 
19 It has been controversial as to whom, Amiens or Jaques, this stanza is 
assigned Latham (1989: 44) notes: "F[olio] gives this speech to Amiens, who then has 
three speech headings in succession. Most editors give 1. 46 to Jaques, but the stanza which 
follows is sometimes assigned to Amiens because he has promised to sing it. The words 
would come across better if they were spoken, and one would think no actor playing Jaques 
would willingly part with them. F prints the stanza in italic. All songs in the play are 
printed so, together with Orlando's verses. Touchstone's extempore parocfy and Phebe's love 
letter. Songs are not assigned to singers. They are headed Song. It is significant in tliis 
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I f i t do come to passe, that any man turne Asse: 
Leaving his wealth and ease, 
A stuhhome will to please, 
Ducdame, ducdame’ ducdame: 
Heere shall he see, grosse fooles as he, 
And if he will come to me. 
The Cantonese translation of the song is as follows (Liu and Wan 1990): 
安(唱）：嗜丨丨°(系^»蔭_下， 
邊 個 铜 我 分 享 吧 
昵度鳥語花香， 
一片喜氣洋洋， 





_ 受 曰 光 ^ & + 灑 ， 
我地只要食物充足， 
就會覺得快樂幸福° 
彌 ， ^ © ， « ， 
昵度唔駛俾人「蝦」， 
只有風吹雨打， 同埋冰冷鴨花。 〔…〕 








scene that whereas the two previous stanzas both have such heading, the third has not and 
is quite differently set out. [...] Everything points to its being a speech by Jaques. Amiens's 
bewilderment over ducdame comes more naturally if he questions it before he sings it." 
Long (1977: 143) expresses similar doubts: "There is some question as to whether or not the 
third stanza, a cynical parody by Jaques of the first two, was sung. It is not marked to be 
sung as are 'the earlier ones，but Amiens says, 'ne sing it； and the stanza is assigned to him, 
though as part of the spoken lines. The stanza may have been read by Jaques, as Noble 
[1966: 72-73] suggests. The mocking quality of the stanza could be best expressed by 
Jaques, I believe, andbetter expressed in spoken, rather thaii musical, delivery." 
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As we see, there is little semantic deviation in the Cantonese version of the 
song from the original, the only alternation being the third stanza having been 
assigned to Jaques instead of to Amiens as is in the original.20 This new 
arrangement in my view enhances the dramatic function of the song m 
delineating Jaques' character. As Moore (1916:90) notes, the cynical strain in 
Jaques is nowhere better shown than in his parody of Amiens' song of sylvan 
contentment.21 Noble (1966:72) also suggests that the song "serves to make 
us acquainted personally with Jaques". Therefore，the new arrangement in the > 
translation is well justified. The Chinese or Buddhist idea of ”將世事蹄化“ 
(meaning "to transcend aU secular values and reach sublimity") is introduced 
in the song to translate the line "Who doth ambition shunne". The concept of 
“蹄化“is not foreign to the Hong Kong audience and such replacement is apt 
in the sense that it not only conveys the message but also lends a local or 
Chinese touch to the translation. It is worth noting that the performed version 
(see footnote 22) of the song on stage does show a considerable degree of 
deviation from the original. I personally prefer the performed version which, 
accompanied by typical foUc music, is essentially very "faithful" in the sense 
• 
that it evokes a rather convincing pastoral, sylvan flavour that is very much in 
tune with the setting in the Kazakhstan Highlands.22 
The second song in the play，”Bhw，blow, thou winter wind' (II， 
vii，174-190), is sung also by Amiens. It is held by scholars as a reinforcement 
ofthe leitmotifofthe play, namely to claim that winter and the rough weather 
20 In Liang Shiqiu's version of the song (1991f: 38), the third stanza is assigned 
to Amiens; In Zhu Shenghao,s version (1994: 422), it is assigned to Jaques. 
21 As quoted in Seng (1967: 73). 
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in the forest of Arden is more tolerable than the ingratitude and insincerity of 
man QSk)ble 1966:73; Seng 1967:77-80; Long 1977:147). In so doing，the 
song contributes to the creation on stage of a pastoral setting where man is 
exposed to the rough weather. Moreover, given that the song, with its 
comments on man's ingratitude, is sung immediately after Orlando carries 
Adam onto the stage, both having suffered extremely from man's ingratitude 
and feigned friendship，its function in restating the theme of the play can be 
intensified by the interaction ofthe song and the action on stage. At the same ‘ 
time, the song may also be used to cover the removal of the banquet from the 
stage (Long 1977).23 It is cited as follows;24 
Song 
Blow, blow, thou winter winde, 
Thou art not so unkinde’ as mans ingratitude 
Thy tooth is not so keene, because thou art not seem, 
although thy breath be rude. 
Heigh ho, sing heigh ho, unto the greene holly, 
Mostfrendship，is fayning; mostLoving, meere folly: 
The heigh ho, the holly, 
This Life is most jolly. 
Freize, freize, thou bitter skie that doth not bight so nigh 
as benefitts forgot: 
Though thou the waters warpe，thy sting is not so sharpe, 
asfreind remembered not. 
Heigh ho，sing, & c. 
As there are no puns or allusions in the original, the language is rather direct 
and culturally "neutral", as reflected by the translation (Liu and Wan 1990): 
安(唱）：儘管北風藻例， 
都 _ 舰 _ 絕 。 
23 Furthermore, the song is also a means by which Shakespeare achieves 
dramatic economy. It has the function replacing "what otherwise would have been a 
repetitious account by Orlando of the circumstances leading to his appearance in the forest" 
(Noble 1966:73; Long 1977: 148). In addition, Seng (1967: 80) points out that the winter 
mentioned in the refrain of ''Under the greenwood tree" and throughout the song carries a 
symbolic fimction essential to the development ofthe play. 
24 Text reproduced from the Folio (1623). 
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The translation is surely a reasonably faithful one, with a musical and rhyming 
quality as demonstrated by those lines like "嘻呵，嘻呵，嘻呵”，which are 
onomatopoeic words often used in songs. Since the effectiveness o f a songin 
respect to fulfilling its dramatic functions also depends on its musical delivery 
in the actual stage performance, the musical and rhyming quality of the 
Cantonese rendering in this case helps fulfill those functions. 5^ 
The third song in the play, ”What shall he have that killed the 
deer?” (IV, ii, 10-19), is sung by the foresters. Its dramatic functions are to, 
25 The stage-performed version of this song, as the previous one (see footnote 22) 
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firstly, amuse the audience by the pun in it on horn-wearing and cuckoldry,26 
and to secondly portray the character of Jaques by its playful tone of cynicism 
and ironic h u m o u r . 2 7 The song is cited as f o l l o w s : 2 8 
Musicke, Song 
What shall he have that kiId the Deare ？ 
\ His Leather skin, and homes to wear: 
Then sing him home, the rest shall heare this burthen; 
Take thou no scome to weare the horne, 
It was a crest ere thou wast borne, 
Thyfathers father wore it, 
And thyfather bore it, 
The home, the home, the lusty horne， 
Is not a thing to laugh to scorne. \ 










26 The double entendre of hom-wearing and cuckoldry, like that of cuckoo and 
cuckold, is very common in European languages. The horns, as a symbol of the cuckold, 
has in fact a much wider currency than cuckoo in Europe, cf. The word cornuto (a) in 
Italian, which means "the horned (many'woman)" literally, refers to the deceived husband or 
wife; ^Tidfare le corna a qn, literally: "to make homs on somebocfy", has the meaning of 
"cheating on somebody" in Italian. Likewise, geh6rnter Ehemann in German literally 
means "homed husband", which in fact refers to a cuckold; mdjdm. Horner aufsetzen or ho 
rnen ("to put homs or to hom someone") in German means to practise cuckoldry on 
someone. 
27 Noble (1966:74-75) and Long (1977:149) note that the song also bears the 
fimction of indicating a lapse of time, i.e. to cover up the break of two hours agreed upon in 
the previous scene PV，i，181] between Rosalind and Orlando. But as Noble himsetfpoints 
out, this ftmction is superfluous in modem theatre, as is in the case of this Cantonese 
production. 
28 Text reproduced from the Folio (1623). 
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There are several points in relation to whether this translation has fulfilled the 
dramatic functions of the original. First, both functions, i.e. to amuse the 
audience and to portray the character of Jaques, are lost in the translation. 
This is because the translation fails in the first instance to capture the pun on 
horn-wearing and cuckoldry, it subsequently fails to present the playful 
cynicism ofJaques' bitterjoke as does the original. To be specific, the key idea 
of hom-wearing is translated literally as “戴鹿角“in the above-cited song. 
This is grossly inadequate because aU the connotations between hom-wearing 
and cuckoldry, together with all the implications relevant to the play which the 
double entendre helps evoke, have been lost .29 For the Hong Kong audience， 
it is rather unlikely that they would find “戴鹿角“（hom-wearing) ironic, 
cynical or humorous, let alone the implications it carries. Thus, once the key 
pun in the song is lost in the process oftranslating, the Cantonese version of 
the song can at most serve as a convivial song sung by the hunting party so as 
to enhance the rustic flavour of the song in an Arcadian setting,3o though a 
number ofcolloquial Cantonese terms such as “夠晒威“（meaning "very smart 
and smashy"),“戴住^" (meaning "wear it to show off’)，“好矜貴“(meaning 
••very precious") and 丨丨好巴閉“（meaning "very grand") are inserted in the 
translation to enhance the rhyming effect 
The fourth song in the play, "It was a lover and his lass" (V, iii, 
17-34)，is sung by two page boys. Unfortunately, in spite of its being one of 
29 Though translated in the published version, the whole scene (IV, ii), in which 
the song is embedded, has been replaced by characters dancing and chasing one another on 
stage in the actual performance. 
30 To do the translators of the Cantonese version justice, it is worthnoting that 
both Liang Shiqiu and Zhu Shenghao have in their versions rendered the double entendre 
literally as “戴鹿角“(Liang 1991f: 78)，and "頂(了)鹿角"(Zhu 1994: 451). Though 
their translations, unlike the Cantonese version, are not intended for actual stage 
performance, no footnote has been given by either translator to explain this double entendre 
or pun. Liang explains the pun on cuckoo and cuckold in a footnote in his translation ofA 
MidsummerNighfsDream 0-iang 1991e: 76). 
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the best-known and most popular songs of Shakespeare，the song is omitted in 
the Cantonese production. 
The fifth and the last song, ''Wedlock Hymn'' (V, iv, 147-152)， 
which is also a miniature masque, is sung by Hymen. It has several dramatic 
effects. First, it replaces a Christian ritual on the stage.^i Secondly, the song 
serves "to conclude the play on a note of merriment and jollity befitting a 
comedy. Thirdly, it provides a 'grande finale’ in which most of the actors are 
present on the stage to receive the applause of the audience" (Long 1977: 
160-61). All in all, the song creates the appropriate atmosphere for the happy 
ending ofthe play. The song is cited as follows,� 
Hymen.[…] 
Song 
Wedding is great Junos crowne, 
0 blessed bond of boord and bed: 
'Tis Hymen peoples everie towm, 
High wedlock then be honored: 
Honor, high honor and renowne 
To Hymen, God of everie Towne. 
The Cantonese version ofthe hymn renders the most divergent and 
freest translation of songs in the play, as we may see in the cited translation 
below (Liu and Wan 1990): 
月老：[…� 
有緣千里能相會， 
乂 -^""uMwrnmrnm。 % 
31 Moore (1916: 87 as quoted in Seng 1967: 91) points out: "A surprisingly 
large number of the songs [in Shakespeare's plays] serve for what might be called pagan 
ritual, a fact which is especially conspicuous because Christian ritual is absent... No doubt 
it is due, in part，to the taste of the masque-loving age, and …to the passion which King 
James and his queen entertained for musical pageantry." Kittredge (1936 as quoted in Seng 
1967： 91) expresses similar opinion in saying that "[a]n actual marriage could not be 
brought upon the stage; some kind of symbolism was needed; Hymen makes an appropriate 
master of ceremonies, and his speeches are every bit as good as they need be.“ 
32 Text reproduced from the Folio (1623). 
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婚歌要爲君奏起， 
好譲良人共齊眉。 
The translation shows not only a linguistic, but also a cultural transfer being at 
work. The translation is not confined to the diction or the structure of the 
original hymn in the process of being rendered into Cantonese. Rather, we 
see an original Cantonese ditty to have replaced the original hymn that 
enhances enormously the Chinese flavour of the translation. This change is 
due to the transposition of the original setting from the forest of Arden to a 
Chinese setting, in this case, the Kazakhstan Highlands. We will return to this 
issue in chapter 5. 
As far as how the translation has retained the dramatic function of 
the original song is concerned, there are several points to make. First, due to 
the Chinese setting of this Cantonese production, a Christian wedding is 
equally not viable as is in the original. Thus the translated song is sung by a 
Chinese deity in charge ofmarriage, namely 月老，so as to replace the ritual 
blessed by Hymen in the original. Secondly, the translated song as a whole is 
typically one sung at happy and rapturous occasions in the Chinese culture. 
The traditional Chinese dictions that appear in the translation, such as "紅鸞 
4 ^^^動”（the wedding is approacWngp,“良人“(the bride and the groom),"齊 ^ . ,,^ 
眉“（to love and admire each other), and the widely-used Chinese saying "有 
緣千里倉§相會"(true love overcomes geographical distance), make the song 
resemble the traditional "grande finale" in Cantonese opera and in the 
Cantonese and Mandarin films made in the 1950's to 1970's, which the Hong 
Kong audience are familiar with. Thirdly, it successfully creates the 
atmosphere of a grand masque which is so characteristic of the ending ofthis 
33 According to Chinese astrology, Hongluen (紅鸞）is the name of the star 
which symbolizes marriage. It was believed that when one's wedding approaches, the 
Hongluen star shines over one's head 
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Shakespeare's comedy. Given the above, I consider the translated song has 
retained the dramatic function of the original, i.e. to create appropriate 
atmosphere at the relevant points of the play. More so, it has created an 
appropriate Chinese atmosphere through the means of translation. 
Summarizing, four of the five translated songs in this play are 
considered to have retained the dramatic functions of the originals, except for 
•‘ - Z 
third song "打死隻鹿_也呀，喂？，，，which fails to present the English pun of 
"horn-wearing" in Cantonese. As a result, thejoke associated with the original 
song is sacrificed in the translation and the relevant dramatic function is 
consequently unfulfilled. Moreover，aU songs, with the exception of that of | 
Hymen, are translated into colloquial Cantonese that may render the | 
translation immediately accessible to the local audience. | 
4.1.4 Twelfth Night 
i 
The songs in this play may be divided into two distinct groups: the 
sweet and plaintive ones associated with Duke Orsino and the lusty songs and 
ballads sung by Sir Toby and his cronies (Long 1977). The first group 
deUneates the Duke's character. The second group aids the comic situations 
where Sir Toby and his friends act. The two groups are musical foils for one 
another. The dramatic effects of the songs are such that they provide the 
carpe diem attitude of the revelers such as Feste, satirise Orsino's love-
melancholy so delicately that the victim remains unaware of it, and end the 
play with the vanity ofhuman wishes (Muir 1979:51). In short, songs in this 
play serve mainly to aid the characterization and to create settings and 
atmospheres appropriate to the scenes and the characters concerned. 
The first song is sung by Feste (II, iii, 40-45, 48-53), the clown 
who acted upon Duke Orsino's request. Its dramatic function is to portray the 
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character Orsino and others more than anything OVLoore 1916:85).34 We cite 
it as follows:35 
0 Mistris mine where are you roming? 
0 stay and heare, your true loves coming, 
That can sing both high and low. 
Trip no further prettie sweeting. 
Journeys end in lovers meeting, 
Every wise mans sonne doth know. 
What is love, tis not heereafter, 
Present mirth, hath present laughter: 
What's to come, is still unsure. 
In delay there lies no plentie, 
Then come kisse me sweet and twentie: 
Youths a stuffe will not endure. 














The Cantonese song was in actual performance accompanied by the traditional 
Chinese instrument dongxiao (洞簫),which originated in the Tang Dynasty. 
As we know, the play was indeed put in the setting of that per iod .36 Jn 
34 Quoted in Seng (1967: 94). 
35 Text reproduced from Folio (1623). 
36 See Rupert K.Y. Chan (1992). 
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concord with this, the translator rendered the song into a Chinese love song 
by using the classical and literary Chinese diction and form. For example, the 
Cantonese version of the title "0 Mistress Mine" i s �倩倩我友 ) ( m e a n i n g 
"Pretty (lady) friend ofMine"), which transposes the meaning and message of 
the original in a very Chinese fashion. As for the contents of the song，the 
translation has retained the overall meaning of the original song, though the 
translation is not quite exact. For instance, the second and third Unes, i.e. "0 
stay and heare, your true loves coming, / That can sing both high and low”, in 
the first stanza ofthe original song have been rendered as “悠悠吾心’子可知否 
/ 爲爾高歌，盼可廝守“（meaning "Do you understand my ever-lasting feelings 
for you? I sing for you and wish that we could stay together forever"). Four 
lines are found, moreover，to be the translator's interpolation probably to 
intensify the Chinese flavour as weU as the impact of the translation. The four 
lines are:“緣在相遇，且相近兮 / 挽君袖“(meaning "Fate arranges us to meet 
each other，to be close and hold each other's hands"),“願遂我愛’夢寐以求“ 
(meaning "it has long been my dream that you answer my call of love") and 
”聽更漏“(meaning "listen to the time-keeper's bell") and all these are not in the 
original. 
Following Feste's plaintive love song comes the catch sung by Sir 
Toby and his cronies (II, iii, 67, 81f., 84, 91). It helps portray the boisterous 
party (Naylor 1931:86).37 lt also provides the audience certain comic 
diversion to the play. In brief, the song creates "an atmosphere of tipsy revelry 
during the midnight hours" (Seng 1967:104). We cite the song as foUows: 3^  
Hold thy peace, thou Knave [....] 
[Hold thy peace，and I prithee hold thy peace 
Thou knave, 
37 Quoted in Seng (1967: 101). 
38 Text reproduced from Folio (1623). 
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Hold thy peace thou knave. 
Thou knave.] 
Three merry men be wee. 
There dwelt a man in Babylon, Lady, Lady. 
0 the twelfe day of December. 







As the translator himself remarks, the Cantonese renderings of the songs in 
Twelfth Night are oftwo kinds of quality: literary and colloquial. The former 
is translated in classical Chinese and the latter in whatever linguistic elements 
deem to be appropriate.39 The catch belongs to the latter type. The above-
cited Cantonese translation is immensely colloquial and it does justice to the 
original in fulfilling its function as a comic diversion that helps create a 
convivial atmosphere of festivity whereby the audience sees a party of 
boisterous, half-drunken men bawling out with greater and greater gusto. 
The translation also contrasts to Feste's love song in much the same way as 
the original does. 
The third song is sung by Sir Toby and Feste (II, iii, 118-121). The 
two sing a slightly altered version of the song to its conclusion" :如 
To. ShallIhidhimgo, 
Clo. What and ifyou do? 
To. Shall I hid him go, and spare not? 
Clo. 0 no, no, no, no, you dare not. 
39 Rupert K.Y. Chan (1992). 









i The song is intended to be a parody to a popular love song by Robert Jones in 
‘j 
I Shakespeare's time. Jones' song describes a depressing farewell between 
j 
i lovers whereas the parodied version ofit sung by Sir Toby and Feste, i.e. the 
1 
above-cited song，was to someone they dislike, Le. MalvoUo, As a 
>i 
I 
continuation of the preceding catch, the current song also creates a convivial 
atmosphere for the drinking party, hence its comic effect. 
i 
The Cantonese translation ofthe song, as cited below (Chan 1986), 
•] 
clearly fails to capture the comic effect ofthe original: 




j As we see, the first line ofthe translation is a repetition of the preceding catch 
1 , 
\ 
(meaning "keep quiet") and the second line means "No bother of anything". 
The allusion to the song by Robert Jones in the original is thus completely 
I missed. But the translator's replacement ofthe song by another catch may be 
I justified in light of the intrinsic inaccessibility of the original aUusion, from 
i 
i which the sense of ironic humour in the song derives, to the TL audience.4i 
i • 
As a result，the translation is no where comparable to the original. The 
associated dramatic function ofthe original song, i.e. to create an appropriate 
！ 
atmosphere, is consequently lost in the translation. 
The fourth song is a despairing love song sung by Feste (n, iv, 52-
67). It is to appeal to the melancholy Duke Orsino who is "an exotic in search 
o f a sensation" (Noble 1966: 83). The most obvious dramatic function of the 
song lies in highlighting the moodiness of the Duke as weU as delineating the 
character. We cite the song as follows: 42 
41 jiri Levy (quoted hy Lars Hamberg 1969) has once pointed out that in 
translating dramatic texts, lines which are too easily misunderstood by the audience should 
be avoided 
42 Text reproduced from Folio (1623). 
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Come away, come away death. 
And in sad cypresse let me be laide. 
Fye away, fie away breath, 
I am slaine by a faire cruell maide: 
My shrowd ofwhite, stuck all with Ew, 0 prepare it. 
My part of death no one so true did share it. 
Not a flower, not a flower sweete 
On my blacke coffin, let there be strewne: 
Not a friend’ not a friend greet 
My poore corpes, where my bones shall be throwne: 
A thousand thousand sighes to save, lay me 6 where 
Sad true lover never find my grave, to weepe there. 














The Cantonese version ofthe song has undergone a "reconstruction" because 
the order ofthe original lines has been drastically altered. The first and third 
line ofthe first stanza, i.e. "Come away, come away death" and "Fye away, fie 
away breath" become “了此生，休等待“(meaning "end this Ufe; do not wait"). 
The second line "And in sad cypresse let me be laide" is approximately 
rendered as “我今膜目長逝”（meaning "now I close my eyes and leave this 
world forever"). The fourth line "I am slaine by a faire cruell maide" is 
paraphrased as “人被愛害“(meaning "I suffer a lot from my love"). Two lines 
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in the translation, namely “離俗世，此生拋開只願快把愛忘"（meaning "leave this 
secular world in order to forget the love I have had as soon as possible") and ” 
只因她辜負吾愛"（meaning "because she deserts my love") are found to be the 
translator's interpolation, which has no original counterpart. Finally, the 
meaning ofthe last three lines in the translation, i.e.“有千行淚留待他曰情人欲覓 
/墓塚找不得也/只得君泣墓前也"（meaning "save tears for the day when my 
lover wants to find my grave and fails to, and then only you can only weep in 
front of my grave") is self-contradictory and puzzling. This mistranslation is 
presumably due to the translator's failure to comprehend the last three lines of 
the original song, which can be paraphrased as "by the time my lover regrets, 
she cannot fmd my grave to shed her tears that she saves now". The self-
contradiction of these three lines in the translation has undermined the 
effectiveness of the song in expressing the man's bitterness of his love being 
rejected. 
The next ditty sung by Feste and Malvolio (IV, ii，78-85) is 
replaced by a dialogue between Feste and Malvolio in the Cantonese 
production. Thus we will not discuss it here. 
The second last song in the play is sung also by Feste (IV, ii, 130-
141). It offers an effective method of ending the scene in which the clown 
exits. With the song, "Feste is enabled to withdraw gradually and with mock 
ceremony and to disappear on the final insult 'devil', hurled derisively at the 
much-wronged Malvolio" O^oble 1966:84). In addition the song fulfills the 
function ofapainfuUy comic diversion - painful for the wronged steward but 
comic for the audience and other characters in the play. It is as foUows: 43 
I am gone sir, and anon sir, 
Ile be withyou againe: 
43 Text reproduced from Foho (1623). 
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j 
I 
.{ ；• • I 
j In a trice, like to the old vice, 
I your neede to sustaine. 
j Who with dagger of lath，in his rage and his wrath 
\ cries ah ha, to the divell: 
丨 Like a mad lad’ paire thy nayles dad, 
\ Adieu good man divell 
I 
I 















We witness several instances of cultural transfer in the translation. First, the 
translator substitutes Sir Topas the exorcist/priest in the original by Master 
Zhang (張天師），a well-known immortal in the Chinese culture and a 
representative of the Chinese exorcism. The reason for this alternation is 
i obvious: a western priest will certainly be incongruous with the Chinese 
I - . 
setting in the Tang dynasty ofthe Cantonese production. Secondly, in place 
I j 
ofthe "dagger oflath" in the original is the weapon which Master Zhang uses 
to exorcise the devil, namely a sword made of mahogany (移匕木翁0. Thirdly, 
the Chinese belief or idea of someone being possessed by the devil, i . e . “上 
身” (bewitched) as is the translation, fits exceptionally weU into the context 
of the original in which the Elizabethans believe that people go crazy when 
possessed by devils. However, the EUzabethan or Western idea of cutting or 
trimming the devil's nails in order to expel it appears incomprehensible to 
Chinese people. Thus the word "修甲“（cutting or trimming the nails) in the 
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\ 
namely, the devil's (the first four lines of the song) and that of the person 
being possessed (the last four lines)，the translation ofthe song is exclusively 
from the perspective of the person being possessed, as is evident in the first 
'i 
three lines in the translation:“上身冤鬼怎可驅/走開一陣丨上返身我實受罪" 
(meaning "How can I expel the devil that possesses me? / He leaves me for a 
I while / then I suffer when he comes back to possess me again"). On the whole, 
the translation fulfiUs the dramatic function of the original in the sense of 
,i entertaining the audience. 
.i 
j The last song of the play is sung，again，by Feste (V，i, 398-417). 
1 
i 
Hollander (1959) and Noble (1966) suggest that the song contributes to the 
j understanding ofthe whole play. To this, Seng (1967:130) adds: "It is entirely 
•j 
； proper that so tuneful a play as Twelfth Night should end with a song, just as 
its predecessor had ended with two of them. ... It is also a call back to reaUty 
i ., 一 
from the revels and romanticism of the play". Li other words, the song, cited 
as below ,44 performs the dramatic function of reinforcing the theme of the 
play. 
i 
When thatIwascmda little tine hoy, 
with hey, ho, the winde and the raine: 
\ A foolish thing was but a toy, 
for the raine it raineth every day. 
I 
j But when I came to mans estate, 
with hey ho’ & c. 
Gainst Knaves and Theeves men shut their gate, 
for the raine, & c. 
But when I came alas to wive, 
with hey ho, S： c. 
By swaggering could I never thrive, 
for the raine, & c. 
But when I came unto my beds, 
44 Text reproduced from Folio (1623). 
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with hey ho, & c. 
With tospottes still had drunken heades, 
for the raine, S： c. 
A great while ago the world begon, 
hey ho, d c. 
But that's all one, our Play is done, 
and wee 7 strive to please you every day. 







































Despite the translator's claim that his Cantonese versions of the songs in the 
play are either purely classical or purely colloquial, the above translation is 
clearly and indisputably a mixture ofboth styles. The translation succeeded in 
faithfiilly conveying the message of the original being a "summation of the 
play". Accompanied again by dongxiao, the song possesses both playful, 
comic elements facilitated by the colloquial diction and tone (such as 親戚盡迴 
避，避我好似避鬼（relatives stay away from me as i f I were the devil),只識得靠 
「吹」認夠威實係「水」（I am good for nothing but to show ofQ,鴛鸯並頭睡’共 
你攬住醉（we, like a pair of Mandarin ducks, sleep and get drunk together)) 
and at the same time the philosophical gravity (such as 細個做傻事，就當蹄大戲 
(when that I was a tiny little boy, a foolish thing was but a play),當遠古萬世開 
始（when history began afar),今古亦無異（nothing has changed from then and 
now)) clothed in seemingly casual and light language characteristic of 
Shakespeare's comedies. In light of this combination of playful levity and 
philosophical gravity, the translated song to the traditional dongxiao 
accompaniment and with the half-joking, half-serious tone of its lyrics， 
constitutes to a very appropriate ending of the play that functions as a "call 
back to reality from the revels and romanticism" of this comedy. 
To summarize, among the six translated songs discussed above， 
those for the Duke, i . e . � 倩倩我友 � a n d � 死速來〉， a r e mo e seriously 
handled than those sung by the drinking party for the fact that lines in the 
latter group of songs were found randomly omitted, despite the fact that 
instances of mistranslation are found in the former group. In addition, the 
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translation of the last song also retains well the mood and tone of the English 
original with its well-versed half-joking, half-serious Chinese diction. 
4.1.5 The Tempest 
"Music is the very life of The Tempest, without its aid the play 
would be impossible ofpresentation" QS[oble 1966:99). There are nine songs 
in total in this play. The dramatic functions that the songs serve can be 
classified into four main areas: (a) to forward plot and action; (b) to create a 
supernatural and magical atmosphere; (c) to aid dramatic economy and unity; 
and (d) to help with the characterization. We will discuss them one by one 
below along side the relevant songs. 
The first three songs in the play, all sung by Ariel, serve the 
functions offorwarding action or plot and creating a supernatural and magical 
atmosphere. The first song, "Come unto these yellow sands��(I，ii, 375-386), 
I . 
leads Ferdinand from the coast to Miranda. The second one, "Fullfathomfive 
\ thy Father Hes��(I, ii, 396-404), resembles an elegy, which convinces 
Ferdinand of his father's death and prepares him for the encounter with 
i 
Miranda and his love for her. The third song, ”WMe you here do snoaring 
I lie'' (II, i, 300-305), which Ariel sings in Gonzalo's ears, has the obvious efFect 
i 
I in the development of action as it wakes up Gonzalo in time to save the king 
i . 
from being murdered by the conspirators. They are cited as follows with their 
Cantonese translations (Liu and Wan 1989): 45 
j Ariel Song. 
Come unto these yellow sands, 
and then take hands: 
Curtsied when you have, and kist 
the wilde waves whist: 
45 The English texts are reproduced from Folio (1623). 
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Foote it featly heere, and there, and sweete Sprights beare 
the burthen. Burthen dispersedly. 
Harke, harke, bowgh wawgh: the watch-Dogges harke, 
bowgh-wawgh 















II. Ariell Song. 
Full fadom five thy Father lies, 
Of his bones are Corrall made: 
Those are pearles that were his eies, 
Nothing of him that doth fade, 
But doth suffer a Sea-change 
Into something rich, & strange: 
Sea-Nimphs hourly ring his knell 
Burthen: ding dong. 
Harke now I heare them, ding-dong hell 
愛：（唱） 








嘆！ （作聽狀° ) 
佢地又—敲喇一叮！檔！ 
j n . Sings in Gonzaloes eare. 
While you here do snoring lie, 
Open-ey'd Conspiracie 
His time doth take: 
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Ifof Life you keepe a care, 








The lyrics of all three songs in the original, though of enchanting beauty, are 
relatively plain and simple. The rendering of these three song are to a large 
extent accurate, though discrepancies are found between the first and the 
second song and their translations. In the first song, the third and fourth line, 
i.e. "Curtsied when you have, and kist / the wilde waves whist", are translated 
as “敬個禮呀接個吻/海水唔會起波浪"（meaning "salute and kiss, the sea makes 
no wave"). The reference in the translation is so obscure as to whom is kissed 
that there is no way one can relate the kissing to the waves as it is clear in the 
original where the "wild waves" are kissed and pacified (i.e. "kist the wilde 
waves whist"). In the translation of the second song，the order of lines is 
different from that of the original. The second line of the translation "令尊 
口既身軀未枯毀"is in fact the literal rendering of the fourth line ofthe original, 
i.e. "Nothing ofhim that doth fade". This results from, presumably, the need 
of making the lines rhymed. The songs render adequate in light of the 
functions the they have been assigned in the play. 
The next four songs sung by Stephano, Trinculo and Caliban serve 
mainly the dramatic functions of both aiding the characterization and plot 
development O^oble 1966:100; Long 1977:104-121). The songs of this party 
of good-for-nothing working class characters also contribute to the comic 
effect of the play，since "comic diversion and clownery are fumished by the 
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singing of Stephano and CaUban, ... and that the songs ofboth Stephano and 
Caliban are clown songs thrown in to help out the general comic effect" 
(Wright 1927: 263). 46 The first two ofthe four songs are sung by Stephano 
(II, ii，48-56), which introduce this group of comic characters onto the stage 
and offer comic diversion at the same time. The third song, "No more dams 
ril make for fish��, is sung by Caliban (II, ii, 184-189). The last one in this 
group is the catch sung by all three characters (III, ii, 130-132). The songs as 
well as their Cantonese translations (Liu and Wan 1989) are cited as f o l l o w s : 4 7 
rV. Enter Stephano singing. 






V. The Master, the Swabber, the Boate-swaine & I; 
The Gunner, and his Mate 
Lov'dMall, Meg, andMarrian, andMargerie, 
But none ofus car'dfor Kate. 
For she had a tongue with a tang, 
Would cry to a Sailor goe hang: 
She lov'd not the savour of Tar nor ofPitch, 
Yet a Tailor might scratch her where ere she did itch. 












1 46 Quoted in Seng (1967:259-260). 
i 47 The EngMsh texts are reproduced from Folio (1623). 
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(飲酒） 
VI. Caliban Sings drunkenly. 
No more dams Fle make for fish, 
Nor fetch inftring, at requiring, 
Nor scrape trenchering, nor wash dish, 
Ban, ban’ Cacalyhan 










Flout 'em, andcout ,em: andskowt ,em, andflout 'em, 








The originals are more or less nonsense-like apart from the dramatic functions 
they serve. The literal renderings of these songs tum out to be an insurance 
for a nonsensical equivalent. The translation of the sea-chanty "The Master, 
the Swabber, the Boat-swaine S： F is the most successful among the four 
songs. It helps portray the down-to-earth nature of Stephano, the clown. The 
vulgar lines in the original lyrics such as "Would cry to a Sailor goe hang", 
,,Yet a Tailor might scratch her where ere she did itch" and "Then to Sea 
Boyes, and let her goe hang" are literally yet comically rendered as “見到水手 
就叫佢去死"，“俾裁縫抓癢就笑嘻嘻"and “出海啦兄弟理得但死".These lines 
possess a base and nasty flavour equivalent to the original. They would cause 
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laughter, hence comic effect, among the audience. On the contrary, the 
translation of the last song of this group is rather mediocre and would not 
guarantee any comic effect. The use of passive in the Cantonese translation 
(“歴佢地嘴…"）also appears awkward since it, for one thing, does not conform 
to the usual colloquial speech in Chinese. The effectiveness of this translation 
thus depends to a large extent on the way the actors perform it on stage. 
Considering that the translations are to evoke comic effect in the TL audience 
and taking this as a criterion for assessing these translations, we may say that 
the translation of the first three songs in this group is satisfactory. 
The eighth song in the play is sung by Juno and Ceres in the 
miniature masque (IV, i, 106-117). It is "largely extraneous to the action of 
the play" (Seng 1967:268) but serves the dramatic function of creating the 
harmonious and blissful atmosphere for the wedding of Miranda and 
Ferdinand (Cutts 1958:355)48 and for the "grande finale" characteristic of 
Shakespeare's comedies. The song is as f oUows， 
They Sing. 
Ju. Honor, riches, marriage, blessing, 
Long continuance, and encreasing， 
Hourely joyes, be still uponyou, 
Juno sings her blessing on you. 
Earths increase, foyzon plentie’ 
Barnes, and Garners, never empty. 
Vines, with clustring bunches growing. 
Plants, with goodly hurthen bowing: 
Spring come toyou at thefarthest’ 
In the very end of Harvest. 
Scarcity and want shall shun you, 
Ceres blessing so is onyou. 
The Cantonese translation is cited below (Liu and Wan 1989): 
48 Quoted in Seng (1967: 266). 
49 Text reproduced from Folio (1623). 
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Here we witness a cultural as well as linguistic transfer in the process of 
translating. The translators preserved all the auspicious meanings and 
blessings in the original and clothed them with diction and phrases that create 
a very strong Chinese flavour. For example, Juno, a goddess in the Greek 
mythology, is replaced by a Chinese goddess,“天后娘娘”（the Empress of 
Heaven); other good wishes and blessings such as prosperity, good harvest, 
abundance and longevity in the original are also replaced by Chinese phrases 
ofblessings like “富貴榮華” (fortunes and prosperity),“兒孫滿堂“(no short of 
offsprings)，•’ 白頭到老“(stay together for ever),“齊眉“(husband and wife love 
and admire each other) and “豐足福壽多”（abundance and longevity). It is 
also interesting to note that in agricultural societies, Chinese or Westem alike, 
abundance and good harvest are always of prime importance for the people, 
and therefore tum out to be the most common auspicious blessings. Since the 
core message is more or less the same in the Chinese or Westem context, and 
various ways of presenting the ideas are but a matter of differences in 
language. As these blessings of good harvest and abundance are common to 
both cultures, it is always possible to find equivalent terms in one language 
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and culture to substitute those in another, as in the case of the blessings in 
Juno's song and its Cantonese translation. 
The ninth and last song, 'Where the Bee Sucks', is sung by Ariel (V, 
i，88-93). This lively, merry little song portrays Ariel aptly as a fairy 
diminutive whose happiness and freedom are approaching. It serves also to 
cover the time while Ariel is attiring Prospero: "The world of magic dissolves 
when Prospero removes his robe. This ritualistic act is performed in the sight 
of the audience and involves a break in the action of the play" (Long 
1977:109). This gay lovely tune that functions as "a lyrical coda to the entire 
play，，(Seng 1967: 271-2) also carries the leitmotif of the play that "man 
himselfhas been released from the fetters ofhis most ancient bondage" {ibid.) 
on the symbolic plane and thus renders this final song of Ariel perfectly in 
place. The song is cited as follows:5o 
Ariell sings. 
Where the Bee sucks, there suckl， 
In a Cowslips bell, I lie’ 
There I cowch when Owles doe crie, 
On the Batts backe I doe flie 
after Sommer merrily. 
Merrily, merrily, shall I live now, 
Under the blossom that hangs on the Bow. 

















The overaJil meaning of the original song is preserved in the translation. 
Inconsistencies exist, however, in using both literary and colloquial dictions in 
the translation. Literary terms such as “探蜜“(meaning "to collect honey"), •’蓮 
香花心“（meaning "inside the petals of a flower") and “臥直“（meaning "the 
bed") are used alongside such colloquial terms as “目訓大覺“（meaning "to 
sleep") and “搵食“(meaning "to look for food"). The dramatic function of the 
original song to portray the now care-free character Ariel is well retained by 
the translation as thejoyfiil lines like 5, 9 and 10 illustrate. 
Summarizing, all the nine translated songs have succeeded in 
retaining the dramatic functions of the originals. This is done invariably 
through faithful semantic translations except for the song of Juno, which 
shows a distinctly strong Chinese flavour in its diction as well as imagery. 
Such Chinese flavour did not, however, impair the song's dramatic functions 
though it casts a sharp contrast between this song and the rest ofthe songs in 
this "culturally neutral" play. 
4.2 Conclusion 
We have examined the Cantonese translations of the songs in five 
of the six Shakespeare's comedies in the foregoing sections of this chapter. 
There are twenty-four songs aU together. Our focus has been on whether 
these translated songs have successfully retained the dramatic functions ofthe 
originals. We have found that the majority of these songs have their overall 
meaning translated, yet very often with alternations in the order of lines 
different from that of the original. Interpolation of lines by the translators, 
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either to reinforce the messages conveyed in the songs or to conform to a 
particular rhyming scheme so as to enhance the musical quality and 
performability of the translations, are not rare. Instances of overtranslation 
and mistranslation also exist. The former is found with the translation of the 
only song in The Two Gentlemen of Verona; and the latter with the translation 
j i 
of "0 Mistress Mine" in Twelfth Night. While overtranslation may help 
intensify particular dramatic effects, such as evoking laughter by means of 
i exaggerating certain ideas, mistranslation, on the other hand, may hinder the 
audience from understanding the song and in turn undermines the dramatic 
'i 
1 
I effects assigned to it. 
j 
] Diversity in translating strategies has been observed, firstly, with 
.i 
1 
j translating puns and culturally unfamiliar elements. A literal translation of 
those deems inadequate as we have seen in the translation of the foresters' 
song in As You Like It (see section 4.1.3), Cantonese substitutions were 
hence used as a better strategy, as demonstrated in the translation ofthe songs 
in A Midsummer Night's Dream (see section 4.1.2), Secondly，alternations 
were employed as a strategy in translating songs which create atmospheres 
!. _ 
and mood in tune with the setting of the associated plays. A good example we 
see is in what may be called a "locaUsed translation" of the song sung by 
Hymen in As You Like It (see section 4.1.3). 
In brief, the translated songs served various dramatic functions that 
their originals were designed to serve, particularly those functions such as 
creating appropriate atmosphere, providing comic diversions and delineating 
characters. From this point of view, they are successful translations. 
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Chapter 5 Settings of the Six Comedies 
I 
•j The foregoing discussion in the chapters 2-4 has shown that the 
j 
j 
I setting of a translated play often affects the translator's choice of strategies in 
translating the play titles, names of characters, and songs. In this chapter, we 
examine in some depth how the setting of a translated play influences the 
translation ofits title, character names and songs. 
.i 
1 ‘ j 
•! 
5.0 Introduction i ^ 
i 
i The setting of a play is the geographical and temporal milieu in 
I 
which the action or plot ofthe play unfolds.i It is a determinant factor for the 
audience to appreciate the performance of a play. For instance, if a play is set 
against a mediaeval countryside (in China or elsewhere), one would not 
normally expect the characters of that play to appear on the stage listening to 
modern pop music, unless this unusual arrangement of intended anachronism 
serves a special theatrical purpose. Similarly, characters in ancient Chinese 
costumes with traditional Chinese names would appear equally awkward in a 
I p l a y of which the setting is, for example, a French court in the fifteenth 
•； 
century. 
As far as the setting of a translated play is concerned, it is often 
decided by the producer or the director of the play. This is not our concern 
i 
here. But once the setting is decided for a translated play，it has a definite 
1 Even if there is no specific temporal or geographical setting in a play, as is 
common in contemporary plays, particularly those of the Theater of Absurd, unspecified 
settings in fact bear a meaning to the understanding of a play. For example, in Samuel 
Beckett's Happy Days and Waittngfor Godot’ unspecified setting is designed to enhance the 
universality of man's plight which the plays try to conv^. 
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effect on how the play is to be translated as a whole. Here of course, we are 
concerned only with how the impact of the setting is going to be on the 
translation of three types of things, namely, the play title, the characters' 
names, and the songs in the play. We have in fact observed such impact in our 
discussions in the previous three chapters already. Here we are to investigate 
this issue further and in some depth. 
The original settings as described in the original plays are adopted 
as a control for comparison. It is observed that if the setting of a translated 
play remains more or less the same as that of the original, cultural and 
conceptual alternations are，in most cases, kept to a minimum and the 
translator's main concern in the handling of the play is largely of a linguistic 
nature. The outcome results in a "translation". On the other hand, when the 
setting ofthe translated version undergoes radical changes and becomes much 
deviated from that of the original，consequent alternations of cultural, 
theatrical, linguistic and extralinguistic natures in concord with the change of 
setting are observed. With all those mandatory changes, the translated version 
will probably show an obvious inclination towards "adaptation".^ 
To translate a play, as said above, does not necessarily mean to 
alter the original setting. Rather, whether a change of setting is required or 
justified depends on "extra-translational" factors. Among the six comedies we 
study, their settings have been determined in advance by the theatre company 
or the director concerned. Then it is the translator's job to make 
corresponding alternations in the linguistic, cultural and conceptual aspects to 
accommodate the change in the play's setting. The change of setting may be 
attributed to practical factors such as the taste and expectation of the target 
2 It is worth pointing out, however, that not aU transformations of settings are 
considered to be "adaptations". We use the term "adaptation" here specifically for 
translated plays. 
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audience, which in turn affect the box office return; theatrical factors like time 
constraint, different acting conventions and styles of individual companies or a 
particular theatrical trend of the time (see discussions in section 5.3 below); or 
some particular purposes that a translation is to serve, such as introducing a 
foreign playwright to the target audience or simply manipulating certain 
ideological values and messages in a foreign play to serve particular social or 
political ends in the target culture. Here, as stated earlier, the impact of the 
setting on the translation of a play wiU be discussed in relation to the 
rendering of play titles, character names and songs. 
5.1 Settings and the Translation ofTitles 
Among the six comedies under investigation, the influence of 
settings on the translation of titles is significant in the Cantonese version of 
The Two Gentlemen ofVerona (《君子好逑》，meaning "The Gentlemen in 
Pursuit of Young Ladies"), As You Like It (《春風吹渡玉門關》，meaning 
"Spring Wind Breezes across the Yumen Pass"), and Twelfth Night ( � 元 
宵》，meaning "The Lantem Festival"). 
The translations of these three titles appear, at first glance，very 
much deviated from their originals, in meaning as well as in style. They 
invariably possess a remarkably strong Chinese flavour, i.e. they are simply 
Chinese expressions without a trace of resemblance to their English originals. 
In fact，these radical changes in style and meaning demonstrates the impact 
that a change ofsetting has imposed on the translation. 
First，the action of The Two Gentlemen of Verona in the original is 
confined to the cities of Verona and Milan in Italy, as is suggested in its title. 
The translator of this play claims that the translated play is a "localized 
adaptation" (R. Chan 1992a:209-16). The Cantonese version of the play is set 
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against the province of Canton under the occupation of warlords in the 1920s. 
The translated title《君子好逑》（meaning "The Gentlemen in Pursuit of 
Young Ladies") is an exact reflection of such change of setting from Europe 
to China. Besides，because the title has its reference to The Book ofPoetry 
(《詩/經》）（see section 2.2.2), it also provides the audience hints on the story 
and plot of the play. 
Likewise, the radical change of setting in the Cantonese production 
ofAs You Like It also has affected the translation of its title. Being a typical 
pastoral romance，the original play unfolds in the Forest of Arden, a make-
believe place in Europe. The translators of the Cantonese version of this play, 
following the directing instructions，transferred the setting radically from the 
Forest of Arden to the Kazakhstan Highlands in the outskirts of northern 
China. The impact of such change on the translation of the title is that the title 
is rendered as《春風吹渡玉門關》（meaning"SpringWindBreezesacross 
the Yumen Pass"), a complete deviation from the original. The geographical 
reference of Yumenguan (玉門關= t h e Yumen Fortress) in the title is too 
obvious to miss as is imposed by the change of setting. The allusive nature to 
a Tang poem and a well-known piece of Cantonese opera is also well 
observed (see section 2.2.4)，making salient the thematic relevance of the 
translated title to the content of the play. 
We yet again see the impact of a changed setting on the translation 
ofthe play title in the Cantonese production of Twelfth Night. The translated 
title, as we already know, is《元宵》（meaning "The Lantem Festival"). This 
has been a direct result of transposing the setting of the original play from 
Illyria along the Adriatic in the original to Canton in the Tang Dynasty.^ In 
3 Bemand Goss, the director of this Cantonese productions writes in his 
Director's Notes that "[t]he opportunity to transpose the events and characters to a China 
not wholly realistic, but relating in appearance and atmosphere to the Tang Dynasty, allows 
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fact, the translated play is probably the best known "localized adaptation" of 
Shakespeare's drama in Hong Kong. The drastic change of setting imposes 
corresponding alternations at various levels of its translation. The translation 
of the title acts just as a steerage. A literal translation of the title a s 《 第 — 一 一 
夜》，as discussed in section 2.2.5, may have its point in trying to reflect the 
cultural and religious associations the original title Twelfth Night bears. But it 
is certainly incongruous to the ancient Chinese setting in the Cantonese 
production. In contrast, the title《元宵》（meaning"TheLantemFestival") 
has no such defects. It properly creates the prelude to the festive and convivial 
atmosphere in the Cantonese production as dictated by the change of setting. 
As we said earlier, cultural and conceptual alternations are best 
kept to a minimum where the setting of a translated play remains more or less 
the same as that ofthe original. In this respect, the influence of the setting on 
the translation oftitles becomes less conspicuous when the titles in question 
are not so culturally, religiously and geographically specified as are the 
examples discussed in the previous paragraphs. The translation of the titles 
such as A Midsummer Nighfs Dream and The Tempest has just demonstrated 
this. The literal or near literal translations of these titles, i.e.《{中夏夜之魘》 
and《暴風雨》，tum out to be sufficient precisely because there is either no 
change ofsetting or the change is not so culturally or geographically drastic as 
to impose alternations in the translation of titles c o n c e r n e d . In fact，both titles 
draw references to rather universal meteorological phenomena like "tempest" 
no expected cUches which have become associated with some Western productions of 
TwelfthNight:� , ” ^ ^ 
4 As for the Cantonese production of The Tempest, probably due to the 
universality and ever-lasting appHcability of the themes of love and forgiveness, nature 
versus nurture and art in the play, this fiituristic presentation in no way appears awkward or 
incongruous in spite ofthe radical change of setting from the Mediterranean island in the 
original to the spaceship and ruin. 
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and "(mid-)summer,, whereas "dream" is not culturally or racially specific 
either. 
5.2 Setting and the Translation of Character Names 
As far as its impact on the translation of character names is 
concerned, the setting of a translated play impose restrictions on how the 
character names should sound or appear appropriate. According to their 
settings, the handling of character names of the six plays in question are 
divided into two groups: the first group consists names that retain a Western 
flavour and the second group contains those with a salient Chinese flavour. 
The translated character names in the Cantonese productions of 
The Comedy ofErrors and The Tempest fall into the first group. The setting 
of the Cantonese version of The Comedy of Errors (《難得糊塗�meaning 
"Difficult to be a Gudgeon") remains geographically the same as that of the 
original, i.e. in the town ofEphesus, though the action takes place in the early 
part of this century. Because a Western setting inevitably requires the 
character names to be ofthe Western tradition regardless of when the play is 
set，the geographical (as well as the cultural) setting of a translated play is a 
more important factor than the temporal setting with respect to affecting the 
translation ofcharacter names. As a result, the names in《難得糊塗》are 
mostly "faithful and accurate transUterations" (see section 3.3.1). 
Similarly, the names of characters i n �暴風雨》， t h e Cantonese 
production of The Tempest, also retain an obvious Westem flavour because it 
has a setting in the timeless universe that goes well with the play's theme of 
love and forgiveness that lends it a religious touch of Christianity common to 
the Westem cultures. 
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Translation of character names that belong to the second group 
illustrates from a different angle the impact of the change of setting on the 
translation. The character names in the Cantonese productions of The Two 
Gentlemen of Verona (《君子好逑》）,A Midsummer Nighfs Dream (《仲 
夏夜之魘》），As You Like It (《春風吹渡玉門關》 ) - T w e l f t h N i g h t 
(《元宵》）h a v e invariably a genuine Chinese flavour. However, the 
influence ofthe setting on the translation of names is not so significant in the 
case o^A Midsummer Night's Dream (《{中夏夜之魘》）since the setting of 
the translated play remains more or less the same as the original. We in the 
following will concentrate on the other three plays. 
The translated names ofthe characters in《君子好逑》 (Me Two 
Gentlemen of Verona) and �元宵》 i J w e l f t h Night) are produced in the 
way in which authentic Chinese names often are. As said in the previous 
section on settings and titles，《君子好逑》is set in Canton in the 1920s and 
《元宵》in the same location in the Tang Dynasty. Against these Chinese 
settings, some ofthe characters from the same family in these two plays are 
given the same family name to stress their kinship even though this is not 
specified in the original plays (see sections 3.3.2 and 3.3.5). In a similar way, 
the character names in《春風吹渡玉門關》 (AsYouLikeI f ) remind the TL 
audience of names typical of the nomadic minorities often so named in the 
northem outskirts of China where this Cantonese production is set. Such 
alternations that echo the change of setting contribute to the making of a 
coherent and consistent translation. 
5.3 Settings and the Translation of Songs 
The impact ofthe setting of a translated play appears particularly 
evident on the handUng of songs. A radical change of setting often bestows a 
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new style to the translated songs which may be very different from the 
originals. Examples can be cited from the Cantonese productions of As You 
Like It (《春風吹渡玉門關》） - T w e _ N i g h t ( 《元宵》 ) . A s said 
before, the Cantonese version of As You Like It is transferred from the 
pastoral setting in Arden in the original to the Kazakhstan Highlands where 
the Chinese minorities dwell. Against this setting, the last song of the play by 
Hymen is replaced by an original Cantonese ditty composed of traditional 
Chinese diction and expressions (see section 4.1.3). These substitutions help 
create a strong festive atmosphere typical of the traditional "grande finale" in 
Cantonese opera and in the Cantonese films made in the 1950s to 1970s. This 
is, again, in concord with the changed setting in the translated play. 
In Twelfth Night, those melancholic love songs associated with the 
love-sick Orsino are examples sensitive to the setting of the play. In the 
Cantonese production ofthe play, these songs are permeated with literary and 
classical Chinese diction and images (such as〈倩倩我友〉汪打4〈死速來〉) 
(see details in section 4.1.4), a result very much under the influence of the 
ancient Chinese setting of the translated play. We find in these songs highly 
literary and classical expressions such as “爲爾高歌，盼可廝守“(I sing for you, 
my lady, and wish that we could be together for the rest of my life),“緣在相 
遇’且相近兮“(Fate arranges us to meet and to be close to each other) and "願 
遂我愛，夢寐以求“（I have long dreamed of your answering to my calls oflove). 
They are semantically faithful, yet do not fail to create an authentic 
Chineseness in tune with the play's setting in the Tang Dynasty. Moreover, 
the fact that these translated songs are underscored by the musical 
accompaniment o fa traditional Chinese instrument, dongxiao (洞簫）is also in 
line with the eminent Chinese atmosphere caused by the setting ofthe play. 
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The influence of the setting is, however, not so observable on the 
translated songs in《君子好逑》CTheTwoGentlemenofVerona),《{中夏 
夜之魘》（Z Midsummer Nighfs Dream) a n d � 暴風雨》 ( T h e Tempest). 
Though the setting in《君子好逮》a lso has a Chinese setting, the only 
influence of the setting on the handling of the only song in the play is limited 
to the use of the localized diction such as “觀音“(a Chinese goddess),"頂呱 
•"(tip-top),“波霸“(busty) and “格己冷”（a term in the Chaozhou dialect 
meaning "we folks/fellow") (see details in section 4.1.1). 
The rendering of songs in《仲夏夜之魔》intoCantoneseseem 
to be relatively free from constraints imposed by the change of settings. The 
main alternations in the Cantonese songs are with the singing arrangement, 
namely, two songs are assigned to Bottom (I, ii and IV, i), which is not the 
case in the original. Minor alternations are found the lyrics in respect to the 
names of plants, fruits, insects and birds，which in the original are mostly 
native to England. The substitution of these English plants and creatures by 
those which are more familiar to the Hong Kong audience is well justified. 
The impact of the setting on the translation of the songs The 
Tempest ( 《 暴 風 雨 》 ） i s equally not prevalent. The setting of the 
Cantonese version on a spaceship in the ruin transcends cultural and national 
boundaries to the universe. It thus requires no particular alternation to the 
songs, which are therefore rendered literally. In light of this, the traditional 
Chinese expressions of blessings in Hymen's song such as “富 M 榮華“ 
(fortunes and prosperity),“兒孫滿堂“(no short of offsprings),“白頭到老“ 
(stay together for ever),“齊眉“（husband and wife love and admire each other) 
and “豐足福壽多，，(abundance and longevity) and the introduction of a 
Chinese deity “天后娘娘’，(the Empress ofHeaven) are inappropriate and 
in square with the settings. 
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5.4 Conclusion 
From the above discussion, it is evident that the setting of a 
translated play affects the translation of the play title，the character names and 
the songs in that play, though such effect is not always salient. The setting of 
a play seems to influence the translation ofits title and characters' names more 
than the songs in the play. The reason that the setting of a translated play acts 
as a prior to the translation of these elements as well as others in the play is 
probably due to the fact that the setting dictates the tone, mood as well as the 
general orientation of the translated play in question as mentioned by the 
translators themselves (see Chan 1992). Other elements which are not 
mentioned here such as costumes and backdrops in concord with the setting 
may also contribute to making the translation a coherent and harmonious 
piece ofwork since they are included in the "variables" in the presentation of a 
translated play. 
For those well-known and frequently staged plays such as 
Shakespeare's, a change of setting，together with the appropriate alternations 
on various level of the translated plays in concord with the new setting, 
bestow new life upon the plays. Such tact can be achieved only through 
successful, well-thought out and well-conducted translations, as demonstrated 
by some ofthe comedies discussed above, namely《君子好逑》CThe Two 
Gentlemen of Verona%《春風吹渡玉門關》(AsYouLikeIt),《元宵》 
(TwelfthNight)md《暴風雨）(The Tempest). 
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Chapter 6 Translation of Puns 
Puns in dialogues of a play contribute a lot to evoking laughter in 
comedies and serve various dramatic functions (Delabastia 1987: 155-6).i in 
this chapter, we investigate how puns that contain humorous or comic 
elements in the six comedies are translated and rendered meaningful to the 
Hong Kong audience in stage performance. 
6.0 Introduction 
Puns in literary works help intensify the impact of language, 
convey messages, serious or humorous, in a concise and effective way. The 
Shorter Oxford Dictionary defines pun as f o l l o w s , "The use of a word in 
such a way as to suggest two or more meanings, or the use oftwo or more 
words of the same sound with different meanings, so as to produce a 
humorous effect." But, puns are also linguistic elements that very often cause 
difficulties for the translator. This is due to the fact that a pun may be 
semantically and phonologically unique to a particular language as it is often 
made possible by homonyms in the language with either equivocal or different 
meanings that give rise to comic effects. Therefore, the "(un-)translatability" 
of puns has long been questioned and discussed. For instance, J.C. Catford 
1 Delabastia (1987) gives a list of "higherK>rder textual functions" which 
Shakespeare's puns serve, including: "the use ofprnis to produce bawdy hmnour; wordplay 
as the driving force in verbal duels and comic scenes; wordplay to characterize low persons 
and to describe the state of mind of tragic heroes; wordplay to Unk up disparate thoughts or 
mixedimagery." . . _ „ 
2 For comparison, I also quote the defintion of a pun given in The Harper 
Handbook to Literature (1985:379), a pun is defmed as "a figure of speech involving a play 
on words, usually humorous, but sometimes with serious intent." 
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(1965:94) in A Linguistic Theory of Translation notes: ”In linguistic 
untrcmslatability the functionally relevant features include some which are in 
fact formal features of the language ofthe SL text. If the TL has no formally 
corresponding feature，the text，or the item, is (relatively) untranslatable. 
j 
Linguistic untranslatability occurs typically in cases where an ambiguity 
peculiar to the SL text is a functionally relevant feature — e.g. in SL puns. 
i -' 
I Ambiguities arise from two main sources, (i) shared exponence of two or 
:! 
more SL grammatical or lexical items, (ii) polysemy of an SL item with no 
•| 
j corresponding TL polysemy. By shared exponence we mean those cases 
I where two or more distinct grammatical or lexical items are expounded in one 
and the same phonological or graphological form." I consider that puns are 
丨 what Catford calls functionally ambiguious features that may be linguistically 
i； 
untranslatable. My view is in agreement with Peter Newmark (1981:108) who, 
when discussing the translation of puns，makes the following suggestions: 
"When a literary passage includes a double meaning within a lexical unit, the 
1 translator first attempts to reproduce it with a word containing the same 
I 
I double meaning—. IftMs is not possible, he may try to substitute a synonym 
I with a comparable double meaning—. Again, ifthis is not possible, he has to 
I 
I choose between distributing the two senses of the lexical unit over two or 
5 
more lexical units.... or sacrificing one of the two meanings." In most cases, 
I -
when the translator fails to render a pun adequately and effectively and yet 
！ 
chooses to keep it in his translation, footnotes usuaUy turn out to be the last 
and only resort. While the use of footnotes provides a convenient or perhaps 
the best solution ofhandling puns to translators of dramatic texts that are not 
intended for the stage, it is interesting to see how puns are rendered in the six 
Cantonese translations in question which were used for stage performance 
without access to the employment of footnotes. In a stage performance, a 
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delicate and comprehensible rendering of puns, on which comic effects are 
depended, is of prime importance since no explanation is allowed during the 
rapid, verbal and gestural exchanges among actors on stage. Li the following 
section，the translation of puns that contain a sense of humour or evoke 
laughter in the comedies under current investigation wiU be discussed. 
6.1 Translation of Puns in Six Comedies 
Puns are generally classified into four forms: the first one contains 
a word that is repeated, but with a shift in meaning; the second form is also 
known as "paronomasia", in which the repeated word is slightly changed; the 
third form of punning is that two meanings of a word are suggested 
simultaneously; and the fourth one is the wordplay on homonyms, in which 
two or more words that have different meanings and speUings but sound the 
same. 
An example of the first form of punning, in which a word is 
repeated with a shift of meaning that evokes comic effects is found in The 
Comedy ofErrors. In Act IH, Scene i ofthe play, a pun on the word "break" 
is used in the dialogue between the twin brothers, Dromio of Syracuse and 
Dromio ofEphesus: 
Dromio S. [Within] Break any breaking here, and 111 break your 
knave's pate. 
Dromio E. A man may break a word with you, sir, and words are 
but wind; 
Ay, and break it in your face, so he break in not 
behind. 
(Act m，Scene i, Lines 74-76) 
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In this conversation, the word "break" is repeated five times. The key comic 
effect the pun creates is faciUtated by the shift of meaning of the word "break" 
when it is associated with "word" (break a word) and "wind" (break wind). 
To "break a word" in this context is understood as "to speak", which is 
coarsely punned on the idea of "wind-breaking", which has the bawdy 
meaning of "relieving flatulence the anus way" (Partridge 1968). Without the 
aid of footnote, whether the pun can be preserved and rendered meaningful to 
the target audience depends entirely on how these few lines are translated in 
the dialogue. Let us compare the Cantonese translation of Jane Lai and the 
Baihua one ofLiang Shiqiu: 








Apparently, the pun on "wind-breaking" is lost in Liang's translation as he 
neither explains the pun in a footnote or translates it in the dialogue. In 
contrast, the same pun is skilfully and delicately retained in Lai's Cantonese 
translation without any aid of explanation or footnote by using the term "(發） 
口翕風，,which in Cantonese means "mumble-jumble" and "taUdng nonsense" 
(“噪“literally means "say casually" and "風“is "wind"). The bawdy meaning 
of "wind-breaking" is conveyed in Lai's translation by "wind-passing" or 
"letting air/wind out from behind"(“背住你放出口黎“).For the Hong Kong 
audience, Lai's translation can always ring a bell and evoke laughter since the 
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pun on "word-breaking"(“嚷風“）and "wind-breaking"("背住你放出,«, 
[風]"="[wind] that breaks/passes out from behind") is so obviously preserved. 
Another instance ofpunning by means of repeating the same word 
but assigning it each time with a different meaning is found in The Two 
Gentlemen of Verona. In the opening scene of the play, the "two gentlemen", 
! 
] Proteus and Valentine, are about to part and their conversation contains a pun 
.i 
i on the word "boots": 
Valentine. ,Tis true, for you are over hoots in love. 
And yet you never swum the Hellespont. 
Proteus. Over the hoots^ Nay，give me not the hoots. 
Valentine. No, I will not, for it hoots thee not. 
(Act I, Scene i, Lines 25-28) 
i 
I In this dialogue, the word "boots" is repeated three times, each time with a 
different meaning: the first "boots" refers to the boots one wears; the second 
one "give me not the boots" means "don't jest with me"; and the last "boots" 
(used as a verb) has the meaning of "benefits" or "profits". Two translated 
versions of this play are available, one by Liang Shiqiu and the other by 
Rupert Chan, for comparison between translation intended for the stage (Chan) 
and that which is not (Liang). The translation of the pun on "boots" by both 
Liang and Chan are cited as follows: 





Chan's translation (1990 unpublished): 
韋：誠如君言;包兄涉足情中水湊及-「-歷_」_.添， 
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In Liang's translation, the three meanings of "boots" are literally translated as “ 
靴子“（"boots" one wears),“別和我開玩笑"("don't jest with me") and “益處“ 
I ("benefits") and the pun can no longer be recognized or identified in this 
:i "' 
translation. Liang does make it up by employing a footnote to acknowledge 
his readers ofthe existence of a pun in the original. This, however, does not 
work for a stage performance where footnotes are not possible. On the 
contrary, without the aid of footnote, Chan manages to retain a pun in this 
I conversation by using the homonyms “脛”，“莖“and ”敬“—all three are 
pronounced as keng in Cantonese. He，however, has in fact overtranslated the 
pun. To be precise, Chan replaces, rather than translates, the original pun on 
"boots" by his own invention that creates comic effects by the associated 
bawdy connotations. While there is no bawdy or sexual connotation in the 
original pun on "boots", such associations in Chan's translation are easily 
detected by the Hong Kong audience. Chan's pun is formed by the characters 
“脛 ”（meaning "shin"),“莖“（meaning "penis" in this context) and ” 敬” 
(meaning "to respect"; the phrase “敬謝不敏“means "to beg to be excused" 
and the phrase “敬而遠之“"stay at a respectful distance"). Strictly speaking, 
Chan translates only the first and second meanings of "boots" in the original. 
The first part ofthe pun is retained in the sense that both "over boots in love" 
in English and “水深及脛“in Cantonese ("water (of the "love-sea") reaches the 
height ofone's shin") depicts how deep Proteus is in love. But the foUowing 
phrase “水深及蝥“("water (ofthe "love-sea") reaches one's penis) is probably 
an interpolation ofthe translator to intensify the pun and evoke laughter by its 
bawdy associations. The second meaning of"boots" in the original, i.e. "don't 
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jest with me", is rendered in the phrase “敬謝不敏“（"to beg to be excused"). It 
is a good translation because the original has the meaning ofProteus' begging 
to be excused from being made fun of. The third meaning of "boots" as 
"benefits", however, is not translated. In order to make the pun fiinction in 
the Cantonese translation, "it boots thee not" (meaning "it does not benefit 
I you") is substituted by the translator with the phrase “敬而遠之“（"stay at a 
I •' 
respectful distance"), in which the character “敬"is a homonym of " 脛 ” and “ 
莖"，though the Chinese phrase does not have the same meaning as the original. 
When the general theatrical and comic effects are at issue, such twist of 
•1 
； -meaning in the pun is justified. 
•i 
{ A fiirther example of similar punning is found in the same play in 
'i 
which two meanings of a word, usually equivocal with sexual connotations, 
are suggested simultaneously. The pun is present in a conversation between 
Launce and Speed in Act E, Scene v. Talking about the affair between 
Proteus and Julia, the two clownish characters in the play have the following 
dialogue: 
Speed. What, are they broken? 
Launce. No, they are both as whole as a fish. 
Speed. Why, then, how stands the matter with them? 
j Launce. Marry, thus: when it stands well with him, it stands well 
\ with her. 
(Act II，Scene v, Lines 17-21) 
i 
1 
Two meanings of the word "stand (weU)" are implied in the above dialogue: 
I the first one is "to go" ("how the matter goes with them"; "it goes weU with i 
her"); the second is equivocal and refers implicitly to "a penis standing well") 
where "it" (in "it stands well with him") represents the man's penis. Now let 
us look at the translations offered by Liang and Chan: 
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Again, the pun in the dialogue is lost in Liang's translation as he opts for 
employing a footnote to explain and indicate the bawdy and equivocal 
meaning ofthe term "stands weU" rather than translates it in the dialogue. Of 
the two meanings of "stands well", Liang translates only the first one, i.e. 
"goes weU" as “沒有問題“（"goes weiy no problem with him/her"). As a result, 
the comic effect embodied in the pun on the bawdy meaning of "stands weU" 
is totally lost and Liang's translation appears in no way comic or humorous to 
the audience who has no access to his footnote during a stage performance. 
In contrast，Chan's translation presents the pun explicitly to the Hong Kong 
audience by making use of the homonyms ”對”（”to face" or "to treat") and 
"隊“(understood in this context as a Cantonese slang, meaning "to plunge 
into"，ofwhich the sexual connotations are more than obvious)."對"and "隊" 
are both pronounced in Cantonese as dui, yet with a difference in tones. The 
first meaning of "stands well" is translated as “封得個女—好好"（"[he] treats 
her very weU") and the second and bawdy meaning is rendered as ,丨_寻佢好好” 
("[he] plunges very weU into her,，). The effect is made salient by the emphasis 
on the two characters "對"and “隊".Moreover, an additional effort is made in 
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Chan's translation to render the phrase "as whole as a fish" in contrast with the 
word "broken" in the previous Une. Instead of Liang's literal rendering of 
"broken" as “破裂了“，Chan delicately employs the Cantonese slang “散唯“ 
("split up ” or "broken up") so as to make a pun on “原條蒸魚附嗜散口丫"（"as 
whole and intact as a fish steamed in its original shape" where “唔散“means 
"not broken/split"). While the audience can find no trace of punning in Liang's 
translation as “破裂了“ for "broken" and “完完整整的，像一條魚似的"for "as 
whole as a fish", Chan's translation appears out to be extremely subtle and 
effective for an actual stage performance since the pun is clearly and forcefully 
presented to the audience without resorting to footnote. In short, Chan makes 
use of two pairs ofhomonyms to present the puns in the original meaningfully 
to the Hong Kong audience . 
The scope o f a pun varies from a few lines of a dialogue, as in the 
examples cited above, to an entire episode. An instance of the latter can be 
cited from Act H Scene v of Twelfth Night where the party led by Sir Toby 
plays a trick on Malvolio by punning on Malvolio's name. This pun is among 
the best-known wordplays in Shakespeare's comedies since it not only 
constitutes a comic episode but also helps forward the plot development. 
With this pun, Malvolio is led into the trap set by Sir Toby and the others, and 
the trap plants the seed of a sequence of comic diversions that follow as the 
action develops: 
Malvolio. [Reads] / may command where I adore; 
But silence, like a Lucrece knife. 
With bloodless stroke my heart doth gore; 
M 0. A. L doth sway my life. 
Fabian. Afustianriddle! 
Sir Toby. ExceUent wench, say I. 
Malvolio. ”M.OJJ doth sway my Hfe." — Nay，but first let me 
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see，let me see, let me see. 
Fabian. What dish o' poison has she dressed him! 
Sir Toby. And with what wing the staniel checks at it! 
Malvolio. "I may command where I adore." Why, she may 
command me: I serve her，she is my lady. Why, this is 
evident to any formal capacity, there is no obstruction in 
this. And the end: what should that alphabetical position 
portend? I f I could make that resemble something in me! 
I Softly! " M O . A / . " -
Sir Toby. 0 cty, make up that! He is now at a cold scent. 
Fabian. Sowter will cry upon't for all this, though it be as rank as 
afox. 
Malvolio. "Ai" - Malvolio! "M"! Why, that begins my name! 
Fabian. Did not I say he would work it out? the cur is exceUent 
at faults. 
Malvolio. "M" -- But there is no consonancy in the sequel; that 
suffers under probation: M" should follow, but "0" 
does. 
Fabian. And "0" shall end，I hope. 
Sir Toby. Ay，or 111 cudgel him, and make him cry "0"! 
Malvolio. And then "尸 comes behind. 
Fabian. Ay, and you had any eye behind you, you might see more 
detraction at your heels than fortunes before you. 
Malvolio. ''M.O.A.I" This simulation is not as the former: and 
yet, to crush this a little, it would bow to me, for every 
one ofthese letters are in my name. 
(Act II，Scene v, Linesl06-141) 
Since our present focus is on the pun on Malvolio's name, translation ofcomic 
elements other than those that are not related to the pun will not be discussed 
here. The key to the pun Hes in the sequence ofletters "M.O.A.I." expressly 
designed to make Malvolio interpret them as he does, thus prolonging the 
comic scene. The punning begins in line 123 where "0 ay" is a punning 
repetition of two of the letters in the riddle. The pun then continues in lines 
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132-134 with "0"，with one ofthe letters in the riddle, being the focus. The 
letter "0" in line 133 (And "0" shall end) resembles the hangman's noose, thus 
Fabian's curse on MalvoUo. Sir Toby in the next line assigns the letter "0” 
with a different meaning 一 "0" as "Oh!", an exclamation normally used to 
express pain when one is cudgeUed. The last part of the pun is on the letter 
" r and "eye" in lines l35-136. Since English and Chinese are intrinsically 
different languages, the former being an alphabetical language and the latter a 
graphic one，the difficulty in translating puns between the two languages 
becomes particularly acute in this case because the pun in question is made 
effective by the alphabet. In the translations offered by Liang Shiqiu (1991g) 
and Zhu Shenghao (1994), the riddle and the puns are not quite translated and 
the four alphabets "M.A.OJ" are kept intact in the Chinese text. Footnotes 
are also employed to explain the riddle and the puns. To sharpen the focus, 
only lines which are immediately relevant to the puns are cited from Liang and 
Zhu's translations as follows: 
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j The retainment ofthe four English letters "M.O.A.I" in a Chinese translation 
3 
I appears rather awkward, particularly when they carry meanings significant to 
I 
j the understanding ofthis episode. Moreover，the Chinese audience will not be 
able to make sense out of these four English letters or conjure up any 
i 
connection among the letters, the name "Malvolio" and the relating puns 
unless the audience knows English and knows the play welL For instance, one 
would not expect the Chinese audience to be readily aware ofthe name "馬孚 
利歐"or “馬伏里奧“being "Malvolio" in the original or understand the riddle 
"M.O.A.I.". Hence, it is equaUy difficult for them to draw connection 
between the letter T and “後面有眼睛“or “背後生 eye" during a stage 
performance. Though both translators used footnotes to explain the puns, it is 
doubtful their translations would be suitable for the stage since the 
"translated" riddle and puns, without the aid of footnotes，could not ring the 
bell to the Chinese audience. Moreover, the pun on the letter "0" in line 133 
(And "0" shaU end) in the original is missed by Zhu whose literal translation 
"0^應_在結尾的吧"does not make any sense in the context. 
As a sharp contrast, Rupert Chan's translation of the same dialogue 
succeeded in recasting the riddle and the puns. The comic effects of the 
original are also secured in this Cantonese translation. Apart from the 
constraints imposed by a stage performance in respect to footnotes and the 
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drawbacks of retaining the English letters in a Chinese translation (as we 
discussed in the previous paragraph), the Chinese setting in Tang dynasty of 
j this Cantonese production also leaves the translator no alternative but to 
I translate, or more precisely, replace the riddle and the puns in the original with 
j his own creations. Chan's translation (1986 unpubUshed) of the passage is 
j 


















茅：「茅、田、口、水」，喱個 5^謎有前頭附易，不過_篇佢一釣就合 • j _ ^ 一 _ 一 一 • — _ — 一 — 一 — — -
哂我,：「疆」_字有二&」__有—「_口丄-、—「-祿-」--字-有--「-水」’個個字口 
係哂我個名裡頭。 
It is indeed true that while the intrinsic difference between English and 
Chinese in word formation on the one hand causes difficulties to translators in 
dealing with the above riddle and puns, such difference on the other hand 
helps Chan to create an ingenious riddle in Cantonese that fulfils comic effects 
comparable to that ofthe original. The Cantonese riddle「茅、田、口、水」 
on 茅福丨錄，the Chinese name for Malvolio, forms a dexterous parallel to the 
English riddle "M.O.A.I" in the way illustrated below: 
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M 0 A I 
j 茅 田 口 水 
I 
1 As we see, the four Chinese characters "茅、田、口、水"represent respectively 
•j • 
I the four English letters "M.O.A.I."，the riddle at issue. Chan derives ”田“and 
I ” 口 “ from the character “福“；and "水" f rom the character "祿"where "福 " 
i 
I and ”祿“are the second and third characters ofMalvolio's name, so that four 
words，corresponding to the four4etter EngUsh riddle "M.O.A.I.", are derived 
from the three-character name 茅福祿，with the first character "茅“being the 
Chinese surname ofMalvolio. Puns on the four letters in the original are thus 
replaced by Cantonese puns on the four Chinese characters "茅、田、口、水". 
The translated puns work in the foUowing way as explained. The first pun is 
on "口、水“and “流口水“（meaning "mouth-watering" or "salivating"). The 
second EngUsh pun on the letter "0" (in "'0' shall end" and "make him cry ’0”，） 
is two-fold. It is delicately replaced by one on the character "田"（as in "這般 
「田」地"and “「田」雞附叫“),reinforced by the character "塡"(in “「塡」落 
去啦“，meaning "carry on filling out [the riddle]), a homonym of “田,• in 
Cantonese. In fact, the Cantonese pun has a similar meaning to its English 
counterpart where the phrase "'0' shall end" in the original (with "0" 
resembUng the hangman's noose) finds its equivalent in the Cantonese phrase ” 
這般「田」地"（meaning "[falling into] such [usually bad] situation"). The 
phrase "make him cry '0'" (where "0" is understood as an expression ofpain) 
corresponds to the phrase “「田」雞附叫“(meaning "crying Hke a frog"). The 
third pun on the letter "1" (in "T comes behind") and "eye" (in "any eye 
behkid") is substituted by the Cantonese pun on the character "水"(meaning 
•Vater'O and the phrases “「水」收尾“and "你晤係_「水」呢".The former 
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phrase means both "to end with water" and "to end with something bad" or 
"to have a bad ending" where “收尾“means "to end with"; the latter means 
"had you been less dumb/impotent". The meaning of “水” in Cantonese has to 
be elaborated here. Vjc" in Cantonese has a homonym “衰“(meaning "bad") 
and both are pronounced as shui, though there is a difference in tones. 
Therefore, “「水」收尾"may be interpreted as “「衰」收尾"（"to end with 
I 
something bad"). In addit ion,”水“can also be understood as "dumb or 
impotent" since it is used as an adjective in coUoquial Cantonese to refer to 
something or someone being dumb, useless or not up to the standard, as in the 
phrase “你唔係附「水」昵"（meaning "had you been less dumb/impotent"). 
Furthermore，to make sure that the Hong Kong audience wiU not miss the 
riddle, Chan adds the line ”「福」字有「田」有「口」、「祿」字有「水」“ 
(meaning "there are 等田’ and 'P ' in the character 'fi'; VJc' in the character ’祿,)in 
his translation to explain how the three characters “田“，“口 ” and Vjc" are 
derived from the name 茅福祿(=Malvolio). As a result, aU the puns related 
to the riddle in the original are rendered meaningful and humorous to the 
Hong Kong audience. 
Further examples of puns are found in A Midsummer Night's 
Dream and As You Like It. In the former play, there is a pun on cuckoo and 
cuckoldry in Bottom's song which has been translated by Chan (1988) but 
explained in footnotes by Liang {1991e) and Zhu (1994). Jn the latter play, a 
pun on hom-wearing and cuckoldry is found in the foresters' song which has 
been overlooked by all four translators including Liang (1991¾ Zhu (1994), 
Grace Liu and JuHa Wan (1991). The pun is not translated or explained in any 
way. We have already discussed the translation of these two puns in fiill detail 
itt sections 4.12 and 4.1.3，and wiU not include them in our discussion here. 
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I 
6.2 Conclusion 
As we can see from the above, puns in dialogues of a play are 
basically either a witty phonological play ofwords (the use ofhomonyms) or a 
tricky maneuver in different and often equivocal meanings of the same word(s) 
(i.e. the shift of meaning or the suggestion of two or more meanings of the 
same word(s)). The most prominent function of puns is to create comic effects, 
j .. 
j The translation of puns for stage can be a taxing challenge to translators due 
I 
I to lack of access to footnotes and continuous performance within a limited 
time span, within which the audience does not read the dialogue but listens to 
the lines spoken by the actors in order to follow the development of a play. 
The dialogue does not wait for the audience. Thus, a translated pun must be 
distinct and succinct enough to stand out from the lines uttered by the actors 
so that it will not be missed by the audience. 
When a pun is linguistically or culturally unique to the source 
language (in the sense that the effectiveness of the pun may rely solely on the 
phonological content or the cultural connotations of certain words in the SL), 
the target audience may be at a loss and fmd the literal translation of such 
puns inaccessible and awkward as is in the case ofLiang Shiqiu,s handling of 
the puns exemplified above where most puns are but explained by footnotes. 
The dramatic effect ofthese puns in providing comic diversion and evoking 
laughter is inevitably undermined, and sometimes, destroyed. 
Having the stage performance and target audience in mind, the 
translators for the stage appear to have made an effort either to translate the 
puns or to replace them with their own inventions in the hope that similar 
theatrical, comic in particular, effects can be created in their translations. 
Among the examples discussed in the previous section，most ofthe puns in the 
Cantonese translations are translated, including "word-breaking" and "wind-, 
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] breaking" in The Comedy ofErrors., "over the boots", "broken" and "as whole 
as a fish" and "it stands well" in The Two Gentlemen of Verona; and the pun 
i 
I on the letter "0" in Twelfth Night. For those puns to which there is no 
j 
phonological equivalence or corresponding polysemy in the TL, the translators 
I for the stage employ the strategy of substitution. Examples are found in "give 
me not the boots" and "it boots thee not" in The Two Gentlemen of Verona; 
the letters "0.1” and ”0 ay", ,T, and "ay" and "eye" in Twelfth Night. 
\ Whether it is a translation or a substitution, the strategies the 
translators employ to handle puns in the six comedies can be divided into two 
j 
main categories: manipulation of shared exponence of TL items and that of 
i the polysemy of TL items, as illustrated below: 
i ； 
L Manipulation ofshared exponence ofTL items: 
A. Shared exponence in phonological form (the use ofhomonyms), e.g.: 
1. The homonyms 0广,脛”，"華” and "敬"(all pronounced as keng); 
••對“and “隊丨‘(both pronounced dui) 
2. The homonyms of "田” and ”塡"（both pronounced as tin); 
"7jc" and "衰"(implied in the context)(both pronounced as shui) 
B. Shared exponence in morphological form (different combinations ofan 
lexical item), e.g.: 
1. Different combinations ofthe character "敬”as “敬謝不敏“and 
1而遠之，， 
2. Different combinations of the characters “口" and "水"as “口水“and 
“流口水“； 
"田”as “田地“and “田雞“ 
11. Manipulation ofPolysemy ofTL items, e.g.: 
1. The two meanings 0£*"散"in Cantonese: 
"split up (between lovers)": 口下，佢地散蜜呀？ 
"broken":有，佢兩個都厚_倏蒸魚啦唔散口丫。 
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I 2. The two meanings 0£"水” in Cantonese: 
. 
"water":然後「水_」__娜_。 





I By employing the above strategies, the translators for the stage all strive to 
render the puns meaningful and distinct to the target audience, and most 
importantly, to retain or create similar humour comparable to the original puns. 
It is this kind of efFort on the part of the translators for the stage that has 
made them and their translations different from those who did not translate 








Chapter 7 Conclusion 
i 
In the previous chapters, we have examined the translation oftitles, 
names of characters, songs and puns in the Cantonese productions of six 
Shakespeare's comedies, followed by discussions on the impact ofthe setting 
o fa translated play on the translation of these items. We have also compared 
relevant translations produced by translators who did not aim at translating for 
the stage and those who did so. The fact that the six translated Cantonese 
plays under investigation were intended for stage performance probably has 
influenced the translators' decisions in choosing particular strategies in 
rendering the play titles, character names，puns and songs. This is 
demonstrated in several aspects. 
Firstly, the translators have invariably used authentic Chinese 
expressions to render the translated titles highly accessible to the TL audience. 
Examples a re《難得糊塗》& [7^6 0?膨办0 /£>7^&《君子好逑》&[ 
The Two Gentlemen ofVerona,《春風吹渡玉門關》for As You Like It, and 
《元宵》 for Twelfth Night. Even in the fairly literal translation of A 
Midsummer Night's Dream, i.e.《仲夏夜之魘》，the use of the word "魘" 
(grotesque dream) instead of ”夢"（dream) gives additional hints to the plot of 
the play. The only literal translation ofthe six titles, n a m e l y , �暴風雨� f o r 
The Tempest, is also accessible to the TL audience, because the 
meteorological phenomenon the title addresses is culturally neutral, hence 
universal to all cultures. The major translation strategy in respect to 
translating tittles is, as we have seen, to substitute the original with one 
acceptable to the TL culture. 
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Secondly, the strategies the translators employ in the translation of 
character names show that they are "stage and target-audience oriented". To 
render the translated names suitable for the stage, transliterated names are 
shortened and modified in such a way that they are easy for the actors to 
pronounce and for the audience to grasp during the verbal and gestural 
exchanges on stage. Chinese characters (or words) are delicately chosen to 
translate the names in order to render the translated names semantically 
meaningful to the audience and useful for the portrayal of characters in the 
plays. Other methods such as renaming, semantic translation, a combination 
of semantic and phonological translation are also used for names intended for 
the stage. In contrast, names translated not for the stage are overwhelmingly 
the result ofpure transliteration. These names are so long and difficult that 
they cannot be easily and readily comprehended by the audience even when 
the actors utter them at a slow speed. 
Thirdly, the majority ofthe translated songs in the five comedies 
(with the exception of The Comedy ofErrors which contains no song) is 
rendered semantically with instances of overtranslation and mistranslation. 
Literal translation as a strategy on the one hand serves weU in most cases the 
dramatic functions which are assigned to the English originals. On the other 
hand, it failed to work with culturally unfamiliar elements to the TL audience. 
These items have to be "localized" or substituted by equivalents in the TL 
culture. 
Fourthly, puns in plays that are translated for non-performing 
purposes are often explained by way of footnotes rather than translated, 
whereas they are translated for the stage in various ways. Among the 
strategies the translators employed, homonyms and substitution are most 
common. Since the main function puns serve in dialogues is to create a sense 
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1 of humour and to evoke laughter, a large number of Cantonese slangs and 
colloquialism were used in the translation of puns in order to secure the comic 
effects to which their originals are assigned. Instances of overtranslation are, 
however, found in The Two Gentlemen of Verona and A Midsummer Night's 
Dream, in which the translator adds words which have salient bawdy 
i 
connotations which are not found in the original puns. Puns in translations 
that are not intended for the stage, on the other hand, hardly function as puns 
： any more as they are so often toned down and rendered rather literally that 
{ and the comic effects they are supposed to evoke are thus lost. 
It is worth noting that the present study has no preference for the 
i 
！ 勢 
Cantonese translations to the earlier Baihua translations of the six comedies. 
！ Since the focus ofthis thesis is on translations intended for stage performance 
in the local context, i.e. Hong Kong and that is the main reason why the 
Cantonese translations tum out to be a better candidate. However, the 
Baihua translations are also perfectly satisfactory in their own right as 
translation serving reading and literary purposes, particularly when one takes 
into account the fact that these Baihua translations were done much earlier 
than the Cantonese ones and the former might have served as major reference 
for the Cantonese translators in the latter days. 
In brief, in translating characters' names, title，songs and puns in a 
play in a coherent and harmonious fashion suitable for stage performance, the 
translator needs to employ a variety of strategies. He is often "forced" to 
choose a strategy that best serves a specific purpose, as we have observed and 
discussed in this thesis. However, we do not understand this issue very well 
at the moment since there are many factors at work that determine the 
translating process o fa play, and that ofa text in general The current thesis is 
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